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In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print  
the photos of the update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.

With the configurator
 you can put 

With the configurator
 you can put 

together your perfe
ct travel companion 

together your perfe
ct travel companion 

with just a few clicks. Conveniently at 
with just a few clicks. Conveniently at 

configurator.knaus.co
m/uk

configurator.knaus.co
m/uk  

For even more dynamics 
For even more dynamics 

and driving comfort, the and driving comfort, the 

manoeuvrable VAN TI is now 
manoeuvrable VAN TI is now 

also available as a 6
40 MEG 

also available as a 6
40 MEG 

on a MAN TGE chassison a MAN TGE chassis
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100 %
KNAUS

KEY MOTORHOMES

Notes on original KNAUS components and further online information can be found with the following symbols:

 Sleeping places *

 Seats with belts

 less than 3,5 t

 Single beds

 Transverse bed

BED VARIANTS

 French bed 

 Queen-sized bed

 Lifting bed

 Guest bed

Video available
youtube.knaus.com

360° image available
www.knaus.com

MODEL SERIES CODES **

Seating aerea 
D Dinette 
L L seating area 
M Single seat

Bed
E Single beds 
F French bed
Q Transverse bed 
X Queen-sized bed 

Varianten 
G Garage

*  Please note that the number of beds indicated may include beds for both adults and children. The beds do not have the same dimensions. We therefore recommend that you consult 
your KNAUS dealer about the dimensions of the beds provided in the vehicle so that you can decide whether they are suitable for the occupancy (adults/children) you intend to have.

** 2-division (front/rear) / 3-division (front/rear/garage)

All information partly includes special features, which are available at additional cost.

Configurator at
configurator.knaus.com
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Your freedom is our philosophy. With boundless passion, we at KNAUS, 
have been creating unforgettable holiday moments since 1960. Backed 
by our experience and the courage to blaze new trails, we combine the 
familiar with the new. For our production, we rely on Lower Bavarian 
craftsmanship, and when developing new vehicles, we employ cutting-
edge design and production technologies. This combination of proven 
principles and innovative ideas makes us one of the industry’s most 
successful brands. And the #Number 1 for our customers.

WHAT CONNECTS US & 
BRINGS US TOGETHER TO 
ACHIEVE OUR GOAL
We are pleased that we may accompany you on your journey. That we can give your 
holiday destinations and dreams a home. And that with KNAUS you have a companion 
at almost all places in the world and on the most diverse holiday routes that gives you 
the good feeling of having arrived. With our products, enjoy independence, flexibility 
and individuality in the safest and most beautiful form of travel. Every KNAUS 
vehicle is the result of a strong community. Together with you, our highly motivated 
employees, professional partners and suppliers as well as a strong dealer and service 
network, we create freedom that inspires with each of our products.

Go on a journey with us! And discover your very personal freedom! Find your 
perfect travel companion here and find out what makes KNAUS vehicles stand out. 
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Our experience. We know where we 
come from and have never forgotten 
the vision with which Helmut Knaus 
founded Knaus KG in 1960: With 
KNAUS vehicles, the dream of free, 
detached holiday happiness should 
come true for everyone. This principle 
still applies today, just as it did 60 years ago, and guides 
every one of our decisions and product developments. On 
the occasion of the 100th birthday of Helmut Knaus and at 
the same time the 60th anniversary of the KNAUS brand, we 
can look back proudly and above all thank those who have 
always accompanied us: You, our loyal customers! Thank you 
for your trust! To find out more about our history, visit  
  www.knaus.com/history
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There is a strong team behind every KNAUS. Many of our employees are 
passionate KNAUS drivers & holidaymakers themselves. Their numerous 
personal experiences and those of our customers always flow into the 
development and optimisation of our products. In addition, each of our vehicles 
incorporates the precision of passionate employees who work in our ultra-
modern production facilities, as well as components of our reliable partners and 
the knowledge and experience from over 60 years of caravanning.

State-of-the-art production. Our main production and 
development site is located in Jandelsbrunn in Lower Bavaria. 
This is where our teams design new vehicles, test innovative 
technologies and create revolutionary novelties again and 
again which we definitely see as a source of inspiration for the 
caravanning industry. When the prototype meets our high 
standards and has passed all tests, series production begins. For 
this purpose, we operate two further ultra-modern production 
sites in Mottgers, Hesse, and Nagyoroszi, Hungary. Advanced 
production lines enable us to have a particularly efficient process 
flow in order to be able to react flexibly to new technologies and 
their production processes. This efficiency enables us, among 
other things, to offer you a unique price-performance ratio and 
to realise the dream of self-determined travel happiness for 
everyone.

With passion at work. We invest continuously in our sites and, 
above all, in our group-wide workforce of about 3,000 employees, 
many of whom have been with us for over 30 years and more. 
Our production lines are designed to be adapted to the individual 
needs of our employees. For us, people are the focus of attention. 
Trust, respect and a strong team spirit are the hallmarks of our 
team. As a top employer, we are always happy to welcome new 
“holidaymakers” and provide training in various professions.

A moving success story
: our attractive 

A moving success story
: our attractive 

60 YEARS anniversary specia
l models 

60 YEARS anniversary specia
l models 

offer numerous equipment features at 
offer numerous equipment features at 

the best pricethe best price
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Innovation at all levels. At KNAUS the wheels never 
stand still. The best example of our pioneering spirit: The 
revolutionary technologies and groundbreaking materials 
that we have developed in the course of MissionTec. The 
patented FibreFrame and UltraLight lightweight materials 
showed us during the development of the TRAVELINO what 
is possible in terms of lightness, flexibility and sustainability 
and paved the way for the new development of the DESEO. 
The knowledge gained from this flows into all our designs 
and enables a unique potential for optimisation of our 
products. Whether consistent lightweight construction, 
highest vehicle stability or previously unused technologies: 
In all our studies and innovations we are always guided by 
the same vision - to offer you the best of the best.

The future starts now. THE MISSION is the assignment, 
the courage and the goal to revolutionise the future of the 
leisure vehicle industry. Our innovative technologies are to be 
consistently developed further until we have revolutionised 
each of our series and can proudly say MISSION accomplished. 
Because we not only want to meet your demands, but exceed them. 
We want to inspire you again and again and be one step ahead of 
standard technologies.

KNAUS MissionTec & Development partners 

In recent years, we have developed numerous innovations that 

have repeatedly confirmed our role as a driving force in the 

industry:

PowerAxle. Featherweight chassis technology & a significant step 

towards hybrid and e-mobility in caravanning. As a consistent further 

development, the VARIO X chassis combines uncompromising 

lightweight construction thanks to its bionic shape with 

outstanding stability and load capacity with optimum handling. 

FibreFrame. The self-supporting frame opens up completely new 

possibilities and flexibility in layout & room design.

Connection technology. During the development of the 

RevolutionCube technology we used EPP, an innovative material that 

is extremely light, stable and resistant. Using ultrasonic technology, 

so-called KALTSCHMELZ® dowels are firmly bonded to the lightweight 

carrier material.

For more information, visit:  mission.knaus.com
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FoldXpand rear construction. Maximum living space with compact
exterior dimensions: two topics that constantly occupy us in the design
of our vehicles, but which at first glance do not always work together.
But we have found a way: With the revolutionary FoldXpand rear 
construction, the taillight carrier forms a completely flat surface with 
the rear wall, creating a completely new, automotive rear end in the 
caravanning sector. Depending on the model series, this makes it possible 
to maximise the interior space while maintaining the same external 
dimensions or to make the vehicle more compact overall without losing 
a single centimetre of interior space. Either way: for you, this means 
maximum space and the greatest freedom thanks to outstanding  
manoeuvrability.

NEW

and other innovatio
ns can be found at 

and other innovatio
ns can be found at 

knaustabbert.de/innovation knaustabbert.de/innovation 
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VAN TI PLUSVAN TI

from page 42

from page 56

THE AGILE ONE

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/vantiwww.knaus.com/vanti  
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 3

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 599 / 696

Width cm (exterior/interior) 220 / 205

Height cm (exterior/interior) 271 - 276 / 196

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue:  

550 MF, 640 MEG, 650 MEG

 Two persons    Family with children    Family with children or groups of four adults

Who are you? Who are you?What are you looking for? What are you looking for?

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/vanti-pluswww.knaus.com/vanti-plus 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 2

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 699 / 747

Width cm (exterior/interior) 220 / 205

Height cm (exterior/interior) 290 / 196

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 650 MEG, 700 LF

S = Range O = Options  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 
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Also available as special model.

THE DYNAMIC ONE

With the agile VAN TI you can 
master even narrow serpentines 
effortlessly. And thanks to the 
innovative KNAUS FoldXpand rear 
construction, you can enjoy the 
largest living space in its class with 
unique comfort details despite the 
most compact external dimensions.

For everyone for whom driving 
comfort is at least as important as 
living comfort, the VAN TI PLUS on 
MAN TGE is the perfect companion. 
With numerous driver assistance 
systems and optionally selectable 
drive concepts, you can tailor it 
entirely to your individual needs.

550 MF X 4 2 S S

640 MEG X 4 2-3 S S S

650 MEG X 4 2-3 S S S

NEW

650 MEG * X 2-4 2 S S

700 LF X 2-4 2-4 S S O

Simply VANSATIONAL! 
Simply VANSATIONAL! 

Our popular VAN TI now 
Our popular VAN TI now 

also on MAN TGE also on MAN TGE 

*Also available as special model.
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SKY TIL!VE TI
THE ONE THAT DEFIES CONVENTION THE UNIVERSAL GENIUS

from page 84

from page 70

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/livetiwww.knaus.com/liveti  
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 4

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 644 / 752

Width cm (exterior/interior) 232 / 218

Height cm (exterior/interior) 279 / 200

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 590 MF, 700 MEG

 Two persons    Family with children    Family with children or groups of four adults

Who are you? Who are you?What are you looking for? What are you looking for?

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/skytiwww.knaus.com/skyti 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 4

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 696 / 750

Width cm (exterior/interior) 232 / 218

Height cm (exterior/interior) 279 / 200

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 650 MF, 650 MEG, 700 MEG

  floorplanfinder.knaus.com S = Range O = Options
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ER KNAUS SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

Also available as special model.

Modern and unconventional, 
the L!VE TI sets strong accents: 
a motorhome that looks inviting 
and scores points with extensive 
storage space. Its exceptional 
space efficiency and enormous load 
capacity make it perfect for couples 
and small families.

NEW

590 MF X 4 2 S S

650 MF X 4-5 2-3 S S O

650 MEG X X 4 2-3 S S O

700 MEG X X 4-5 2-4 S S O

650 MEG X 4 2 S S

650 MF X X X 4-5 4-6 S S O S

700 MEG X X 4-5 3 S S S

700 MX X X 4-5 3 S S S

You would like to have a large 
selection of different layouts to 
find exactly the one that suits you 
100%? With the four different SKY TI 
layouts, there is a suitable model for 
every type of journey. Not without 
reason has it been an absolute 
bestseller for years.
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L!VE WAVE SKY WAVE

from page 98 from page 112

THE VERSATILE ONE THE SEMI-INTEGRATED WITH A LIFTING BED

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/livewave
www.knaus.com/livewave  

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 5

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 698 / 752

Width cm (exterior/interior) 232 / 218

Height cm (exterior/interior) 294 / 215

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 650 MG

 Two persons    Family with children    Family with children or groups of four adults

Who are you? Who are you? What are you looking for?

More information at:  More information at:  

www.knaus.com/skywave
www.knaus.com/skywave 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Layouts 3

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Length cm (min/max) 698 / 752

Width cm (exterior/interior) 232 / 218

Height cm (exterior/interior) 284 / 200

Body door (standard) KOMFORT

Body door (optional) PREMIUM / EXKLUSIV

Photographed layouts in this catalogue: 650 MEG

What are you looking for?

  floorplanfinder.knaus.com S = Range O = Options
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ER KNAUS SERIES & LAYOUT FINDER

Also available as
anniversary model.

650 MF X X 4-5 4-6 S S S O

650 MG X X 4-5 4-6 S S S O

650 MX X X 4-5 4-5 S S S O

700 MEG X X 4-5 4-6 S S S O

700 MX X X 4-5 4-5 S S S O

650 MF X X 4-5 4-6 S S S S

650 MEG X X 4 4-5 S S S S

700 MEG X X 4-5 4-5 S S S S

Thanks to the standard lifting 
bed, the L!VE WAVE is perfect 
for all those who spontaneously 
want to take more travel friends 
on tour. With its excellent value 
for money and modern design, it 
fulfils holiday dreams for all those 
who want to enjoy life to the fullest.

Flexible sleeping places are one thing, 
living comfort and external dimensions 
another. The SKY WAVE convinces in all 
areas and offers two separate sleeping 
areas thanks to its particularly large lifting 
bed. With an extra comfortable standing 
height of 200 cm and an external height 
of only 284 cm, it is not just any, but THE 
semi-integrated model with lifting bed.
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KNAUS VEHICLE STRUCTURE

1. STABLE PRO.TEC FRAME 2

The Pro.Tec frame is a particularly solid aluminium profile strip that 
connects the side wall, front wall, rear wall and roof to one another. 
It enhances the stability of the bodywork and therefore also the 
longevity of the entire vehicle. A particular highlight: The Pro.Tec 
frame incorporates a chamber for the sealant. This means that it can 
no longer bulge out, ensuring a seamless appearance.

2.  INNOVATIVE FoldXpand REAR CONSTRUCTION 2

Thanks to unique, three-dimensional construction, the FoldXpand 
rear construction and the flush-integrated taillight carrier form 
a completely flat surface that looks particularly automotive and 
allows you maximum living space with the most compact exterior 
dimensions.

3.  KNAUS CATEYE evolution REAR TAIL LIGHT 2

With three-dimensional light geometry and dynamic LED indica-
tors, tinted light glass and integrated failure sensors, the exclusive 
KNAUS CATEYE evolution taillights further develop the design of 
the unique KNAUS night signature and increase driving safety.

4. EXCELLENT GRP UNDERFLOOR 2

To ensure optimum protection of the underfloor against weathering, 
stone impacts etc., we fit a thick, resilient GRP layer.

5. LONG-LASTING TVT BODYWORK 3

Functional sandwich construction consisting of aluminium and 
insulating materials (XPS or EPS) with reinforcements made of 
polyurethane plastic and a completely bonded bodywork structure 
makes the entire vehicle more stable, more resistant to decay and 
more durable.

6. ROBUST HIGH-STRENGTH GRP ROOF 1

Not all GRP is the same. Its resilience depends on its glass content. 
To maximise protection against hail, we therefore opted for the 
high-strength variant, whose glass content is almost three times 
higher than standard GRP.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional
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BEST TECHNOLOGY FOR THE MOST 
BEAUTIFUL TIME OF THE YEAR
Optimally constructed for 100% wanderlust. With 
our motorhomes you always arrive better, ensured 
by intelligent constructions, numerous innovations 
and practical features. The sum of all parts results 
in unlimited holiday happiness.
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Perfectly built from scratch. A strong foundation forms the basis for every home. 
It's the same with our vehicles. That's why we build on the right chassis from Fiat 
and MAN. We always keep in mind what is important in the individual series, who 
they are made for and how we can get the best out of them for being on the road 
and arriving. 1. SOPHISTICATED EXTERIOR DESIGN 1

When designing the exterior, we always make sure to 
harmoniously integrate the design language of the base 
vehicle into our KNAUS moulded parts. This can be seen, 
for example, in the hood and the fender with invisible screw 
connections. Striking front design and a concise radiator grille 
make a strong statement. The harmonious integration of the 
driver's cab in combination with the aerodynamically shaped 
hood ensures a dynamic silhouette.

2.  AUTOMOTIVE INTERIOR 1

A clearly structured cockpit is essential for maintaining an 
overview while driving. That's why all the important elements 
are arranged here so that they can be reached quickly and 
conveniently. Practical storage compartments and intui-
tive operating concepts make the cab a perfectly equipped 
driver's workplace. On MAN TGE vehicles the standard 
multifunction display "Plus" provides an optimum overview. 
The monochrome TFT display shows current information such 
as the outside temperature, remaining range and average 
consumption. In addition, the driver assistance systems can 
be conveniently operated via this display. If the worst comes 
to the worst, standard driver and passenger airbags 1 provide 
protection.

3.  EXCELLENT DRIVING COMFORT 1

Optimised tracking, reduced rolling movements and optimised 
handling in bends: this is what the 2-channel air suspension 2 on 
the rear axle ensures. This not only increases driving comfort, 
but also safety. For long journeys, the automatic transmission 3 

is recommended - a real comfort plus, as is the electronic 
parking brake 2, 3. The electromechanical power steering 1 
provides a clear plus in driving pleasure as well as convenient 
parking and unparking. The steering is automatically adjusted 
to the speed. For maximum driving safety, all vehicles have 
ABS, ESP & Hill Holder as standard.

4. INTELLIGENT ASSISTANCE SYSTEMS 2

Drowsiness detection 3, traffic sign recognition 3,electronic 
immobiliser 1, ... The list of modern driver assistance systems 
is long. Many of them are already standard equipment on our 
vehicles, such as the emergency brake assistant on MAN TGE 
vehicles. With further optional systems, you can tailor your 
KNAUS precisely to your needs.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional
All options & information on the  
All options & information on the  

KNAUS base vehicles can 
be found at  

KNAUS base vehicles can 
be found at  

configurator.knaus.c
om

configurator.knaus.c
om  

You can read about the basic vehicles of the individual vehicle models in the series overview starting on page 10.

Maximum driving comfort & safety: 
Maximum driving comfort & safety: 

The high-quality 2-channel air
 suspension 

The high-quality 2-channel air
 suspension 

is standard equipment in all KNAUS 
is standard equipment in all KNAUS 

motorhomes on MAN TGE base.
motorhomes on MAN TGE base.

80

80

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print  
the photos of the update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.
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1. OPTIMUM GAS SUPPLY 1

Thanks to our special gas bottle pull-out system, you 
will find it especially easy to check and replace gas 
bottles 2, 3. The system can take two 11 kg gas bottles and 
simplifies their loading and replacement. TRUMA 3 

gas pressure regulators are easy to reset and have an 
optimised, clear status display. The new gas pressure 
regulators from TRUMA 3 are easier to reset and have an 
optimised and clear status indicator. Combined with the 
very easy-to-swap gas filter insert 3, 
the entire gas system and all gas-operated devices 
are effectively protected. Residues are collected in a 
replaceable filter pad, eliminating the need to change 
the filter cartridge.

2. THULE BICYCLE RACK 3

To safely attach your bicycles to the rear of your 
motorhome, you need look no further than the Thule 
Lift V16. The rack’s lift function allows it to be lowered 
by up to 70 cm for especially user-friendly loading and 
unloading. An integrated safety frame ensures that the 
wheels do not slip during travel. The more adjustable 
wheel holders can be easily adapted to different wheel 
sizes – from mountain bikes to children’s bikes.

3. CENTRAL ServiceBox 1 & WATER FILTER 3

All of your supply technology in one central location. 
The flap integrated into the side wall gives you very 
quick and easy access to all important elements. For 
detailed information on the service box layout, please 
check page 28. For the water filter system, see page 29.

4. VELOCATE GPS TRACKER 3

Velocate's innovative GPS tracking system works with 
intuitive app control and silent alarm mode. In the event 
of theft, Velocate can help retrieve the vehicle. The 
strong self-sufficient running time of up to 3 months 
without power leaves nothing to be desired. The GPS 
tracker can be extended with Bluetooth sensors. With 
gas bottle, temperature and motion sensors, you 
can make your vehicle smart. If you wish, you can be 
informed about changes in the condition of your vehicle.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

A well thought-out concept for your holiday 
enjoyment. An excellent motorhome is the symbiosis 
of innumerable practical and high-quality details. 
These include additional transport options and superb 
technology.
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With the VAN TI & SKY TI we install a 
With the VAN TI & SKY TI we install a 

longitudinally arran
ged gas locker.. This offers the 

longitudinally arran
ged gas locker.. This offers the 

advantage that two 11 kg gas bottles 
can be placed next 

advantage that two 11 kg gas bottles 
can be placed next 

to each other & can be changed ve
ry easily

to each other & can be changed ve
ry easily

The integrated rear 
carrier with 

The integrated rear 
carrier with 

detachable trailer h
itch offers even 

detachable trailer h
itch offers even 

more load capacity op
tions. For further 

more load capacity op
tions. For further 

information on e.hit pleas
e see page 138

information on e.hit pleas
e see page 138
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1. GRP ROOF SCOOP 2

With optional large panoramic roof, striking design, 
structurally integrated insulation and, naturally, 
maximum protection against hail. 

2. NO VISIBLE SCREW FITTINGS 1

Whether its fenders, side skirts or tail light mouldings. 
Wherever it is possible and practical in structural terms, 
we work to achieve a clean, elegant look with plug-in 
connections that hold attachments securely.

3. WHEEL ARCH WITH EPP INSULATION 1

Optimum noise comfort when driving, perfect insulation 
when stationary. EPP is a high-tech material without 
compromises: light, impact-absorbing, heat insulating 
and stable.

4. SIMPLY AND SECURELY CLOSED 1 
 

Multipoint locking but with the convenience of 
single-handed operation. We aim to provide maximum 
convenience in the form of doors that can be operated 
using one hand 1. The double seal 1 also ensures that 
heavy driving rain and wind noises do not dampen your 
holiday experience. Our garage doors and service doors 
come with convenient central locking 2, 3, * so that you 
don’t have to individually lock and unlock every single 
one. Everything is secured at the press of a button. The 
optional alarm system 3 provides even more protection. 

5. HIGH-QUALITY FILMS 1

Timeless design is of little use if the vehicle starts to look old 
after just a few years. That is why we insist on high-quality 
films from reputable suppliers such as 3M, Avery and Oracal.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

A sure thing: Our high-quality bodywork details. 
What is one of the most important points during the 
construction of a motorhome? Clearly, its longevity. And 
to ensure that you can rely one hundred percent on your 
vehicle, we equip every motorhome with high-quality 
materials such as our optimum insulating GRP roof scoops.
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The latest LFI technology (Long-
Fibre-

The latest LFI technology (Long-
Fibre-

Injection) is used o
n the roof hood of 

the 
Injection) is used o

n the roof hood of 
the 

VAN TI including integrat
ed insulation. 

VAN TI including integrat
ed insulation. 

Thanks to the fibre-
reinforced polyureth

ane 
Thanks to the fibre-

reinforced polyureth
ane 

used here, the com
ponents are particu

larly 
used here, the com

ponents are particu
larly 

light and at the sa
me time highly stable 

light and at the sa
me time highly stable 

and resistant, even 
in extreme heat and cold

and resistant, even 
in extreme heat and cold

* Due to the system, the cab door and the body door cannot be controlled separately.
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The standard and optionally available door variants can be found in the range overview beginning on page 10.

The coming-home lighting The coming-home lighting 

of the KNAUS EXKLUSIV 
of the KNAUS EXKLUSIV 

body door is a real
 highlight

body door is a real
 highlight

Using the hinged coa
t 

Using the hinged coa
t 

hook, you can keep 
your 

hook, you can keep 
your 

wardrobe close at han
d 

wardrobe close at han
d 

and exactly where you and exactly where you 

need itneed it

KNAUS BODY DOORS

EQUIPMENT 1. KOMFORT 2. PREMIUM 3. EXKLUSIV

Driving rain seal (double seal)

Windows incl. darkening --

Automotive locking system

Multiple locking --

Concealed hinges --

2 coat hooks, hinged

Multifunctional storage bag --

Umbrella compartment --

Door-stay / opening limiter --

Central locking system -- --

Coming-home lighting -- --

Modern inner track k
eys slide 

Modern inner track k
eys slide 

particularly easily i
nto the lock but 

particularly easily i
nto the lock but 

don’t get caught in
 your trouser pock

et 
don’t get caught in

 your trouser pock
et 

thanks to their sm
ooth surface

thanks to their sm
ooth surface

That’s how nice it is to start your holiday with KNAUS motorhomes. 
With our different motorhome body doors, you have all the options. In 
order to safely keep out unwanted driving rain and other inclement weather 
conditions, all KNAUS body doors are equipped with 
a weatherproof double seal. The variants are 
additionally equipped with a particularly quiet, 
automotive locking system, which is also 
available in an extra wide version depending 
on the floor plan.

BO
DY

 D
O

O
RS

The extra-wide 700 mm 
The extra-wide 700 mm 

offer even more comfort 
offer even more comfort 

when entering the ve
hicle

when entering the ve
hicle

The optional insect The optional insect 
screen door is screen door is 
perfectly integrated

 
perfectly integrated

 
& keeps mosquitoes & keeps mosquitoes 

and flies out safelyand flies out safely

The multifunctional KNAUS 
The multifunctional KNAUS 

storage bag is perfe
ct for all of 

storage bag is perfe
ct for all of 

your essential purc
hases

your essential purc
hases
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For a motorhome to offer the same comforts you enjoy at home, a certain level 
of supply technology is required. This is arranged in our example vehicle VAN TI as 
well as in all other KNAUS motorhomes in such a way that you can always rely on an 
optimal weight distribution with the correct travel load. And of course we also make 
sure that the connections to the individual elements are particularly easy to reach.
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Thanks to the chargi
ng booster, leisure 

Thanks to the chargi
ng booster, leisure 

batteries can be ch
arged especially qui

ckly 
batteries can be ch

arged especially qui
ckly 

and efficiently while the engine is r
unning

and efficiently while the engine is r
unning

1. ServiceBox

2. Fresh water tank

3. Grey water tank

4. Battery

5. Gas cylinders

KNAUS SUPPLY TECHNOLOGY

Perfectly organized!
 Thanks to the centra

l 
Perfectly organized!

 Thanks to the centra
l 

positioning of the e
ntire vehicle electri

cal system, 

positioning of the e
ntire vehicle electri

cal system, 

as here in the VAN TI in the rear garage
, all 

as here in the VAN TI in the rear garage
, all 

important elements are easily acce
ssible and clearly 

important elements are easily acce
ssible and clearly 

arranged. This saves time in case of maintenance

arranged. This saves time in case of maintenance

You can find even m
ore information 

You can find even m
ore information 

about the practical
 ServiceBox on 

about the practical
 ServiceBox on 

the next pagethe next page

YOUR CHOICE: AGM BATTERY OR LITHIUM-ION BATTERY?

AGM surface-mounted batteries are a further development of the gel 

battery, can also cope with somewhat higher currents and score with a 

short absorption time.  

•  Proven AGM battery technology with an economic cost-benefit ratio 

from the first ampere-hour (Ah) onwards

•  Cycle-resistant and maintenance-free, cold-resistant

•  Easy & uncomplicated replacement  

•  Ideal for weekend and annual holiday campers as well as globetrotters 

who only use consumers (hairdryer, TV) temporarily

The new lithium-ion batteries convince with high capacity and fast, 

uncomplicated charging characteristics.

•  Weight saving of up to 50% compared to AGM surface-mounted battery

•  Faster current consumption and use of the full nominal capacity without a 

drop in performance, independent of the current intensity

•  Longer service life, significantly better quick-charging behaviour

•  Ideal for travellers who are often self-sufficient and/or havea higher demand 

in power

Top performer:: The new, optionally 
Top performer:: The new, optionally 

available lithium-ion batteries are available lithium-ion batteries are 

our recommendation for all int
ensive 

our recommendation for all int
ensive 

users, comfort lovers & self-sufficiency 
users, comfort lovers & self-sufficiency 

fans who need more reserves for eve
n 

fans who need more reserves for eve
n 

longer standing tim
es.

longer standing tim
es.

NEW
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Connecting, filling, draining: Our service box can do it all. Here a power 
supply socket, there a drain tap and the fresh water tank is somewhere else 
entirely – this is how the supply technology is arranged in many motorhomes, 
but not in ours. Every KNAUS motorhome is equipped with the practical 
service box, which gathers all key functions and connections centrally at a 
single location. For maximum ease of use.

NEW

1. Fresh water tank filling

2. Fresh & grey water tank cleaning opening

3. Fresh & grey water drain taps

4.  Cable bushing 
To ensure that the cable can be laid neatly, there is 
a rodent-proof cable bushing from below into the 
service box.

5.  Tank heating 
The operation of the water tank’s warm air supply 
shutter is possible using one hand.

6. Power supply socket

7.  Frost detector 
At particularly cold temperatures, the frost detector is 
activated and drains water from the water pipes and 
from the boiler to prevent frost damage.

8.  bluuwater water filter  
The optional bluuwater water filter system ensures 
hygienic fresh water in all our motorhomes. The filter 
can be replaced easily and without tools thanks to the 
click plug connection.

PRACTICAL ServiceBox

Highly efficient ultra
filtration membrane 

Highly efficient ultra
filtration membrane 

removes smallest particles, ger
ms & bacteria

removes smallest particles, ger
ms & bacteria

99.999 % from the piping system99.999 % from the piping system

THE NEW bluuwater WASSERFILTER

Hygienically perfect water at every 

destination. The new bluuwater water filter 

removes germs, bacteria and ultrafine particles 

almost completely (99.999 %) from the pipe 

system of all Knaus Tabbert vehicles (in series). 

The replaceable filter cartridge with highly 

efficient ultrafiltration membrane is mounted 

vertically or horizontally between the water 

tank and the pipe system. It has a filter capacity 

of up to 8,000 litres - and, thanks to a Timestrip 

indicator in the vehicle the remaining usage

time can be checked at any time. The bluuwater cartridge needs 

to be replaced after six months at the latest, depending on use. 

Thanks to the click-and-ready quick coupling system, it can be 

replaced easily and drip-proof. 

•   Highly efficient ultrafiltration membrane removes ultrafine 

particles, germs & bacteria up to 99.999 % from the supply system

• Filter capacity: 8,000 l

•  Easy replacement thanks to click-and-ready  

quick coupling system
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An interior you’ll want to write home about: our 
motorhomes offer impressive levels of comfort 
and convenience. Reducing an apartment with a 
bathroom, bedrooms, living area and a kitchen down 
to roadworthy compact dimensions is one thing. 
However, it is intelligent details and solutions such as 
dimmable ambient lighting that turn a living space 
into your favourite place.
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1. FIRST AID MEDIKIT 1

Heartburn, headaches, allergies: Things you hardly ever 
need - especially when you are travelling. To ensure that 
you are well prepared for the worst case scenario, every 
KNAUS vehicle is accompanied by a MediKit voucher * 
with which you can conveniently redeem the practical 
first-aid kit with our shipping partner * online. 

2. HIGH MATERIAL QUALITY 1 
 

Exceptional material quality forms the basis for maximising 
longevity. With this in mind, we fit solid cast-iron pan 
supports, scratch-resistant stainless steel sinks, high-
quality metal handles, for example, and lots more besides.

3. HEAD-UP DISPLAY 2, 3 &  
NAVIGATION SYSTEM 3

The head-up display uses a transparent screen to project 
all key data, such as navigation and speed as well as 
traffic-sign recognition information, into the driver’s 
field of vision. Drivers don’t have to take their eyes off 
the road unnecessarily and can focus better on what is 
going on around them. For an even more stress-free and 
entertaining journey, the Pioneer navigation system 
offers everything you need for short and long trips. 
For the VAN TI PLUS, you can optionally obtain the 
MAN Media VAN business navigation system including 
touchscreen with proximity sensor technology. Both 
systems are equipped with Bluetooth and numerous 
other multimedia features.

4. DIMMABLE AMBIENT LIGHTING 3

Overhead cupboards, storage compartments, countertop, 
overhead cupboards, and canopy – wherever atmospheric 
lighting makes your holiday more special, we install 
carefully integrated, dimmable ambient lighting. 

5. AIR CONDITIONING 3

Our optional air-conditioning systems pleasantly cool 
the interior in tropical temperatures. Choose between 
manual and automatic versions for the driver’s cab – 
always with a pollen filter included. We offer the Dometic 
Freshjet 2200 (OEM) roof air conditioner for the living 
area. Air is efficiently distributed in various directions 
thanks to the individually adjustable air flow. The air 
conditioner can also be conveniently operated by 
remote control. It also has a heating function and can 
dehumidify the room air.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

* A voucher to redeem the medicine set is enclosed with the vehicle. The medicine set contains medicines that must be purchased from a pharmacy. The voucher can therefore 
only be redeemed at the responsible MediKit mail-order pharmacy at www.medikit.shop You can also obtain further information about your MediKit at www.medikit.shop.

1. FIRST AID MEDIKIT 1

Heartburn, headaches, allergies: Things you hardly ever 
need - especially when you are travelling. To ensure that 
you are well prepared for the worst case scenario, every 
KNAUS vehicle is accompanied by a MediKit voucher * with 
which you can conveniently redeem the practical first-aid 
kit with our shipping partner * online. 

2. HIGH MATERIAL QUALITY 1 
 

Exceptional material quality forms the basis for maximising 
longevity. With this in mind, we fit solid cast-iron pan 
supports, scratch-resistant stainless steel sinks, high-
quality metal handles, for example, and lots more besides.

3. HEAD-UP DISPLAY 2, 3 & NAVIGATION SYSTEM 3

The head-up display projects all important data such as 
navigation and speed as well as traffic sign recognition 
into the driver's field of vision via a transparent screen. 
This means you don't have to take your eyes off the road 
unnecessarily and can concentrate better on what's 
happening on the road. To make your journey even more 
stress-free and entertaining at the same time, the new 
Pioneer navigation system offers everything you need 
for short and long journeys with a higher contrast 9" 
multi-touch display, improved viewing angle and 24bit 
colour depth. Compatible with Wireless Apple Carplay & 
Wireless Android Auto, including promobil pitch radar and 
connection to the head-up display for navigation display. 
For vehicles on MAN TGE you can optionally get the MAN 
Media VAN Business navigation system incl. touchscreen 
with proximity sensor technology. Both systems have 
Bluetooth and other numerous multimedia features.

4. DIMMABLE AMBIENT LIGHTING 3

Overhead cupboards, storage compartments, countertop, 
overhead cupboards, and canopy – wherever atmospheric 
lighting makes your holiday more special, we install 
carefully integrated, dimmable ambient lighting. 

5. AIR CONDITIONING 3

Our optional air-conditioning systems pleasantly cool the 
interior in tropical temperatures. Choose between manual 
and automatic versions for the driver’s cab – always with 
a pollen filter included. We offer the Dometic Freshjet 
2200 (OEM) roof air conditioner for the living area. Air is 
efficiently distributed in various directions thanks to the 
individually adjustable air flow. The air conditioner can also 
be conveniently operated by remote control. It also has a 
heating function and can dehumidify the room air.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

Bodyguard for crocke
ry & 

Bodyguard for crocke
ry & 

glassware: with silwyREADY, 
glassware: with silwyREADY, 

magnetic glasses & tableware 
magnetic glasses & tableware 

stay safe even while driving. stay safe even while driving. 

Find out how the slip- & 
Find out how the slip- & 

rattle-free system works on 
rattle-free system works on 

page 139 page 139 

You can now continue to stream
 

You can now continue to stream
 

your favourite serie
s & films even 

your favourite serie
s & films even 

while on holiday. With the new 
while on holiday. With the new 

optional SMART TVs incl. HD 
optional SMART TVs incl. HD 

tuner in the living
 & sleeping area, 

tuner in the living
 & sleeping area, 

you have a wide range of option
s 

you have a wide range of option
s 

at your disposalat your disposal
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5

KNAUS CABINETRY

1. SOLID ALUMINIUM PROFILES 1

The furniture makes an important contribution to the 
stability of the entire bodywork. For this reason, we use 
high-strength aluminium profiles in our furnishings. As well 
as being even more robust than solid wood profiles, they 
are noticeably lighter.

2. HIGH-QUALITY SOFT-CLOSE DOORS 1

No banging, no rattling, no need to push shut. Thanks to 
high-quality hinges, the soft-close doors shut gently and 
lock completely automatically.

3. STURDY DOWEL TECHNOLOGY 1

Our furnishings are joined as standard using complex dowel 
technology. As a result, we achieve a very high accuracy of 
fit and much more stable cabinetry that you can enjoy for 
many years to come.

4. SCRATCH-RESISTANT HPL SURFACES 1

High-Pressure Laminate is a laminate material that is 
used specifically for the high levels of stress encountered, 
for example, in kitchens. The multi-layered structure is 
produced under very high pressure and sealed with a 
particularly resilient top layer. This makes our countertops 
and tabletops particularly scratch-resistant. 

5. STABLE SOFT-CLOSE FULL-EXTENSION 
DRAWER SLIDES 1

For our drawer slides, we work with the quality supplier 
GRASS, which normally supplies to furniture manufacturing 
brands. And you’ll notice this too. Thanks to full-extension 
drawer slides, the drawers extend so far out that they are 
easy to fill or empty all the way to the back. They are guided 
precisely and shut gently – for the lifetime of the vehicle 
and probably beyond.

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model

Our focus is not on style for its own sake, but on building 
furniture that also creates a good indoor climate. The furnishings 
in our motorhomes must meet extremely strict requirements. This 
takes more than just an attractive design and plenty of storage 
space. Durability, rugged construction and technologies that inspire 
for an entire lifetime - these are our benchmarks.

ELABORATE INTEGRAL FURNITURE CONSTRUCTION 2

Air circulation is one of the most important requirements 
for a pleasant and healthy indoor climate. 

Ceiling-mounted lockers: 
They are exceptionally sturdy and are mounted with a 
gap between them and the walls. This allows the air to 
circulate unhindered behind the lockers. Condensation 
in the lockers is prevented, keeping your clothing and 
possessions fresh and dry at all times.

Kitchen unit: 
All furniture is rear-ventilated in a manner that optimises 
the performance of the heater. The open rear ventilation 
cut-outs enable optimum hot air circulation, providing 
cosy warmth in the vehicle.

CA
BI

N
ET

RY
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1b

2

KNAUS SLEEPING COMFORT

1. EXCELLENT EVOPORE HRC MATTRESSES 1  

 
30% lighter and 40% less loss of hardness than comparable 
cold foam mattresses. No development of 'hollows' even 
in one-sided use. The 5-zone EvoPore mattresses (1a) not 
only pamper you with excellent sleeping comfort, they also 
impress with exceptional durability. The High-Resilience-Cli-
mate technology ensures that the mattress remains highly 
elastic even under demanding climatic conditions. For even 
more exclusive sleeping comfort, the optional WaterGel layer 
is up to 50 mm thicker. The breathable foam adapts smoothly 
to the body.

2. OPTIMUM SLATTED FRAME 1  
 

The best mattress is only ever as good as its base frame. That 
is why we install high-quality slatted frames as standard. 
The distance between the individual slats offers optimum 
stability and superb ventilation at the same time. 

3. STORAGE SPACE, SOCKETS & LIGHTING 2 
 

Reading a bit more, charging your smartphone overnight and 
having your glasses ready to hand. For all of that and more, 
you'll find comfortable dimmable lighting, sophisticated stora-
ge options and sockets in the sleeping area.

4. TEXTILE ROOM DIVIDERS 1  

& WALL COVERING 1 
 

Especially with several travel companions and larger families, 
privacy is an important factor for a restful night's sleep. This 
is ensured by textile room dividers that are easy to pull out 
and provide pleasant privacy. Thanks to the soft-touch wall 
panelling, the sleeping area becomes particularly comfor-
table.

5. BED EXTENSION 2, 3

Of course we want to ensure a maximum sleeping space 
for you. Special detail solutions also contribute to this, such 
as the variable foot area extension for French beds or the 
precisely fitting roller slatted frames and mattress liners for 
single beds. 

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

Our precisely fitting
, 

Our precisely fitting
, 

optionally available
 

optionally available
 

sheets optimise the sheets optimise the 
lying comfortlying comfort

The rear-ventilated 
furniture design 

The rear-ventilated 
furniture design 

ensures pleasant sl
eeping conditions

ensures pleasant sl
eeping conditions

Sweetly falling asleep and waking up relaxed. We give the 
highest priority to the design of the sleeping area so that you can 
always have a relaxed start into an eventful holiday. Our concept 
comprises high-quality materials, well thought-out details and 
individualisable solutions. 
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With our lifting bed
s, the 

With our lifting bed
s, the 

ladder provides ea
sy access & 

ladder provides ea
sy access & 

the fall out protec
tion ensures 

the fall out protec
tion ensures 

optimum safetyoptimum safety
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201 x 85 cm201 x 77 cm

KNAUS BED VARIANTS

SINGLE BEDS VAN TI 650 MEG

Guest bed Guest bed 

Guest bed 2Guest bed 2

SINGLE BEDS

BE
D
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N

TS

QUEEN-SIZED BED

FRENCH BED

LIFTING BED

GUEST BED

TRANSVERSE BED

FANTASTIC VARIETY:  
DISCOVER OUR BED VARIANTS!
One of the most important questions for relaxed travel: How do you 
like to feather your nest? Do you prefer large single beds or is sleeping 
across more your style? Whichever type of bed you choose, you can 
always look forward to the outstanding KNAUS sleeping comfort.

Flexible and comfortable. Depending on the 
layout, the seating group can be converted 
into an additional sleeping place for one or two 
people (partly optional). 

Generous in every respect. With a length of 
up to 210 cm, there is room for everyone, and 
thanks to the roller slatted frame with precisely 
fitting upholstery (optional), a comfortable 
double bed is quickly created.

Layouts:  VAN TI 640 MEG, 650 MEG, VAN TI PLUS 650 
MEG, L!VE TI 650 MEG, 700 MEG, SKY TI 650 MEG, 700 MEG, 
L!VE WAVE 700 MEG, SKY WAVE 650 MEG, 700 MEG

Comfortably integrated. By using the 
entire width of the vehicle, the space is used 
particularly efficiently and you get beds up to 
212 cm long.

Layouts: L!VE WAVE 650 MG

Space-saving. The lengthwise bed offers up to 
201 x 143 cm lying surface. The space-saving 
arrangement of bath and bed next to each 
other benefits the living space.

Layouts: VAN TI 550 MF, VAN TI PLUS 700 LF, L!VE TI  
590 MF, 650 MF, SKY TI 650 MF, L!VE WAVE 650 MF, 
SKY WAVE 650 MF

True relaxation. The Queen-sized bed 
with a bed surface of up to 192 x 162 cm 
is accessible from both sides for extra 
convenience. There is also a large wardrobe 
with a garment rail on both sides of the bed.

Layouts: SKY TI 700 MX, L!VE WAVE 650 MX, 700 MX

Winding down. For a second separate sleeping 
area, the lifting bed (up to 195 x 140 cm) can be 
lowered easily and particularly far down thanks 
to the high-quality lifting mechanism. When 
not in use, a comfortable standing height is 
maintained in the living area.

Layouts: L!VE WAVE 650 MF, MG & MX, 700 MEG & MX, 
SKY WAVE 650 MF & MEG, 700 MEG

Further information on standard & optional equipment 
as well as the exact bed dimensions, can be found in the 

current price list and at   configurator.knaus.com
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COMPACT KITCHEN VAN TI 550 MF

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

GALLEY KITCHEN SKY WAVE 650 MEG

CORNER KITCHEN

Depending on the layout, 
the 

Depending on the layout, 
the 

refrigerator is loca
ted opposite 

refrigerator is loca
ted opposite 

or beside the kitch
enette

or beside the kitch
enette
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GALLEY KITCHEN

COMPACT KITCHEN

KITCHEN VARIANTS TO  
SUIT YOUR TASTE
For you, the kitchen is the heart of your home? Or are you more the 
type who doesn't need anything except a hearty breakfast? Either 
way, there is something for every taste in our kitchen variants. And 
because a kitchen has to withstand a lot and meet high standards, we 
place particular emphasis on robust work surfaces and high-quality 
appliances. A well thought-out conception with short distances and 
plenty of storage space are standard features in every KNAUS kitchen.

Spacious L-shape. Due to the angled exten-
sion of the kitchen unit into the room, the sink 
and cooker can be placed over the corner. In 
addition to extra work surface and storage 
space, the L-shape creates a modern, relaxed 
atmosphere. 

Layouts: VAN TI PLUS 700 LF, L!VE TI 650 MF, 700 MEG, SKY 
TI 650 MF, 700 MEG & MX, L!VE WAVE 650 MF, MG & MX, 700 
MEG & MX, SKY WAVE 650 MF, 700 MEG

Storage wonder. Here the refrigerator is instal-
led separately next to the kitchenette. Thus the 
complete kitchen block is available as storage 
space and the refrigerator can be particularly 
large with up to 142 litres. 

Layouts: VAN TI 640 MEG, 650 MEG, VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG, 
L!VE TI 590 MF, 650 MEG, SKY TI 650 MEG, SKY WAVE 650 MEG

Perfect space efficiency. Thanks to the 
compact arrangement with the refrigerator 
integrated into the kitchen block, the 
compact kitchen is particularly space-saving. 
This opens up the lines of sight and maximises 
the feeling of space. 

Layouts: VAN TI 550 MF
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BATHROOM VARIANTS: FROM 
COMPACT TO SPACIOUS
Having your own wellness area always with you is a real advantage for 
all those who do not know today where the desire to travel will take you 
tomorrow. When designing our bathrooms, we attach great importance 
to a user-friendly layout, best possible storage space as possible and a 
feel-good atmosphere. In the concept, we aim for the bathroom to offer 
as much space as possible but take up as little room as possible.

REAR
LONGITUDINAL 
BATH

COMFORT 
BATH

INTEGRATED 
BATH

L!VE BATHOPEN BATH

OPEN BATH SKY TI 700 MEGOPEN BATH SKY TI 700 MEG

Depending on the Depending on the 
model, the high-model, the high-
quality magnetic quality magnetic 
latch lock enables latch lock enables 
variable use of the variable use of the 
door in the bathroom

 
door in the bathroom

 

& closes gently and & closes gently and 
almost silentlyalmost silently

Swivelling convenience. The swivel wall 
provides an especially spacious shower cabin 
on one side, with the sink on the other. Above 
the toilet a wall cabinet offers enough space for 
cosmetics.

Layouts: VAN TI 640 MEG, 650 MEG, VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG, 
L!VE TI 650 MEG, SKY TI 650 MEG, SKY WAVE 650 MEG

Intelligent configuration. A fixed wash ba-
sin, fixed shower cubicle and still plenty space 
despite the compact dimensions. The intelligent 
configuration makes it possible. A spacious 
mirror cabinet and storage compartments offer 
space for all bathroom utensils.

Layouts: L!VE TI 700 MEG, L!VE WAVE 650 MG,  
700 MEG & MX

Efficient use of space. In layouts with a French 
bed, the variable bathroom with easy-to-clean 
bench toilet and shower cubicle offers a high 
level of comfort without taking up much space. 
The separate washstand is optimally integrated 
into the living area.

Layouts: VAN TI 550 MF, VAN TI PLUS 700 LF, L!VE TI  
590 MF, 650 MF, SKY TI 650 MF, L!VE WAVE 650 MF, 
SKY WAVE 650 MF

Comfort on all sides. The L!VE bath has a 
separate shower cabin which can be connected 
to the washing area and separated from the 
living area by means of a textile room divider. 
The compact washroom with rotating cassette 
toilet can be separated with a variable room 
divider.

Layouts: L!VE WAVE 650 MX

Elegant and spacious. The door to the 
washroom and toilet area also functions here 
as a partition to the living room, which means 
that a particularly roomy bathroom can be 
created if necessary. The separate, spacious 
shower cabin is a comfort highlight with high-
quality fittings and practical shelves.

Layouts: SKY TI 700 MEG & MX, SKY WAVE 700 MEG
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The #number1, because…

  as the lightest semi-integrated, it offers you  
maximum load capacity. 

 it sets new standards with the innovative FoldXpand rear construction.

 it offers the largest living space in its class with compact dimensions.

The agile oneThe agile one

All information on the All information on the 

VANSATION special model 
VANSATION special model 

can be found in the
 separate 

can be found in the
 separate 

brochure & online atbrochure & online at

www.knaus.com/www.knaus.com/
vanti-vansationvanti-vansation   

 Automotive rear design, f
lush-

 Automotive rear design, f
lush-

mounted taillight car
rier & maximised 

mounted taillight car
rier & maximised 

living space: Read what makes the 
living space: Read what makes the 

FoldXpand rear construc
tion so unique 

FoldXpand rear construc
tion so unique 

on pages 9 & 17on pages 9 & 17

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the 
DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for 
organisational reasons to print the photos of the update at a later date. 
Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not 
correspond to the current (new) series status.
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599 - 696 cm

271 - 276 cm

220 cm

VAN TI OVERVIEW

2-3   4  
 

       

Layouts 3

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500

Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 

  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 

 Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

VAN TI 650 MEG (on Fiat)

VAN TI LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS
VA

N
 T

I L
AY

O
U

TS
 &

 H
IG

H
LI

GH
TS

Angular furniture Angular furniture 
geometry for geometry for 
optimum room optimum room 
to moveto move

 Almost 10 cm more room length 
 Almost 10 cm more room length 

thanks to FoldXpand rear construc
tion

thanks to FoldXpand rear construc
tion

Compact and agile outside, great inside. 
Whether a winding coastal road or narrow 
alleys in the old town: The VAN TI masters 
every task thanks to its compact external 
dimensions with a vehicle width of 220 cm 
and takes Anne and Paul to the most 
beautiful vantage points in the world.

Thanks to the 700mm 
Thanks to the 700mm 

wide body door, acce
ss is 

wide body door, acce
ss is 

particularly conven
ient

particularly conven
ient

The longitudinally ar
ranged gas 

The longitudinally ar
ranged gas 

locker enables a par
ticularly 

locker enables a par
ticularly 

simple & convenient exchan
ge 

simple & convenient exchan
ge 

of the gas bottlesof the gas bottles
Roof hood with Roof hood with 
integrated insulatio

n 
integrated insulatio

n 

made of particularly made of particularly 

light, highly stable light, highly stable 
& resistant LFI & resistant LFI 
componentscomponents

For even more dynamics & driving comfort: 
For even more dynamics & driving comfort: 

Now also on MAN TGE
Now also on MAN TGE

NEW

VAN TI 550 MF (on FIAT)

VAN TI 640 MEG (on MAN TGE)
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VAN TI 650 MEG

VAN TI LIVING & ENJOYING

Maximum space for maximum enjoyment. The 
particularly generous living space convinces with open 
lines of sight, modern ambience, stylish design accents 
and well thought-out storage space for everything that 
makes holiday of the two even more beautiful.
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VAN TI 650 MEG

21

3

VAN TI 550 MF

VAN TI 640 MEG

VAN TI 550 MF

VAN TI LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGEOVERVIEW

550 MF Bench

640 MEG Bench

650 MEG Bench with 

 side seat

The own comfort zone The own comfort zone 

always with you }always with you }

1.  Well thought-out layout. The 550 
MF impresses with its open lines of 
sight and can be optionally equipped 
with the extra comfortable L-shaped 
seating group including a movable 
single-column lifting table. This creates 
additional living space and allows 
optimum room to move. 

2.  Wardrobe. In the 550 MF, in addition 
to the coat hooks and the floor-level 
wardrobe, there is a clothes rail between 
the body door and the bed area.

3.  Harmonious cab extension. The driver's 
cab and living area form a cosy unit with 
the highest level of comfort in the 640 
MEG on MAN as well.

The standard side se
at 

The standard side se
at 

in the 650 MEG offers in the 650 MEG offers 

additional space for
 guests 

additional space for
 guests 

& variable seating po
sitions

& variable seating po
sitions

For highest seating com
fort & a 

For highest seating com
fort & a 

healthy posture, the b
ack cushions 

healthy posture, the b
ack cushions 

are equipped with optimised 
are equipped with optimised 

volume and an ergonomically 
volume and an ergonomically 

curved lumbar supportcurved lumbar support

The design element with 
The design element with 

integrated lighting 
makes 

integrated lighting 
makes 

the transition from
 driver's 

the transition from
 driver's 

cab to living area e
ven more 

cab to living area e
ven more 

harmoniousharmonious
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GALLEY KITCHEN VAN TI 650 MEG

GALLEY KITCHEN VAN TI 650 MEG

GALLEY KITCHEN VAN TI 650 MEG COMPACT KITCHEN VAN TI 550 MF

VAN TI COOKING & DINING

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

550 MF Compact kitchen

640 MEG Galley kitchen

650 MEG Galley kitchen

You can find more information about
 our kitchens on pages 38 - 39.

For lovers of good flavours.  
A pick-me-up, afternoon 
friend and Irish Coffee pleasure 
- nothing works without coffee 
at Paul's. In the VAN TI 650 
MEG, the compartment above 
the side seat offers space for 
a capsule machine or your tea 
assortment thanks to the 230V 
connection and capsule holder.

If you choose the o
ptional 

If you choose the o
ptional 

ambient lighting, you 
also get the 

ambient lighting, you 
also get the 

easy-care kitchen r
ear panel in 

easy-care kitchen r
ear panel in 

the same decor as the worktop
the same decor as the worktop

1.  2-burner cooker. Easy-care stainless 
steel, a practical electric ignition and 
sufficient space between the individual 
plates make cooking a pleasure.

2.  Compact kitchen. With a 98-litre 
refrigerator (AES), full-extension 
drawers and foldable worktop extension, 
the kitchen is fully equipped despite the 
most compact vehicle dimensions.

3.  Full-extension drawer slides. Make 
loading particularly easy for you. Right 
back to the furthest corner.

142 litres volume, 142 litres volume, 

automatic energy selection
, a 

automatic energy selection
, a 

large vegetable com
partment 

large vegetable com
partment 

& a freezer compartment : 
& a freezer compartment : 

this refrigerator lea
ves 

this refrigerator lea
ves 

nothing to be desir
ed

nothing to be desir
ed
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VAN TI 650 MEG

201 x 85 cm

201 x 77 cm

VAN TI SLEEPING & DREAMING

SINGLE BEDS VAN TI 650 MEG

FRENCH BED VAN TI 550 MF

FRENCH BED VAN TI 550 MF

More than just an ordinary sleeping 
area. Thanks to the innovative 
FoldXpand rear construction, the 
sleeping area in the VAN TI offers even 
more space to make yourself really long. 
A real plus point for Paul, as well as the 
spacious wardrobes with clothes rail and 
extra storage space under the beds.

The elaborate lightin
g 

The elaborate lightin
g 

concept provides fo
r a 

concept provides fo
r a 

particularly cosy am
bience

particularly cosy am
bience

Thanks to the practi
cal power 

Thanks to the practi
cal power 

connections (USB & 230V), not 
connections (USB & 230V), not 

only you but also y
our smartphone 

only you but also y
our smartphone 

can be recharged ov
ernight

can be recharged ov
ernight

Perfectly Perfectly 
fitting room fitting room 

divider for divider for 
more privacymore privacy

A large bed surface i
s created  

A large bed surface i
s created  

in no time at all thanks to t
he 

in no time at all thanks to t
he 

optional roller slatt
ed frame & 

optional roller slatt
ed frame & 

precisely fitting up
holstery

precisely fitting up
holstery

BED OVERVIEW

550 MF     2     
640 MEG     2-3    
650 MEG     2-3   

You can find more information 
about our beds on pages 36 - 37.  Single beds  French bed

1.  Additional wardrobe. In addition to the 
wardrobes under the single beds, 650 MEG 
also has a 2-tier wardrobe with clothes rails.

2.  French bed. With the most compact exterior 
dimensions, the 550 MF offers you a 2-metre 
long French bed inside. This blends in 
perfectly with the layout, ensuring maximum 
room to move.

3.  Storage space. The French bed folds up 
easily for easy access to the storage space 
below.
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Comfort bath 650 MEG

Rear longitudinal bath

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

550 MF Rear longitudinal bath

640 MEG Comfort bath

650 MEG Comfort bath

You can find more information about 
our bathrooms on pages 40 - 41.

Comfort bath 640 MEG

VAN TI GROOMING & RECOVERING

COMFORT BATH VAN TI 650 MEG

COMFORT BATH VAN TI 640 MEG

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATH VAN TI 550 MF

COMFORT BATH VAN TI 650 MEG

All bathroom things on board.  
The comfort bathroom offers space for a 
particularly large wall cabinet due to the 
optimal use of space. A real highlight for 
Anne, because here she can easily store all 
bathroom utensils and sort them clearly.

The shelves are part
icularly spacious 

The shelves are part
icularly spacious 

and can be used bo
th in the shower and 

and can be used bo
th in the shower and 

at the washbasin thanks to 
the well 

at the washbasin thanks to 
the well 

thought-out overal
l construction

thought-out overal
l construction

1.  Comfort Bath. If you want to take a shower, simply fold the swivel 
wall with the washbasin to the side and pull the shower head upwards 
to the shower holder. The showerable sliding door is leak-proof. 

2.  Rear longitudinal bath. The washroom is equipped with a bench 
toilet, storage compartment and practical shower preparation. The 
separate washstand offers extra storage space and is perfectly integ-
rated into the room. 

3.  Safe bench. The 640 MEG has a comfortable bench toilet that is 
particularly easy to clean and offers plenty of space.

High-quality & easy-care rear High-quality & easy-care rear 

wall cladding in slate
 look

wall cladding in slate
 look

The shower column disappears 
The shower column disappears 

completely behind the 
swivel wall 

completely behind the 
swivel wall 

when not in use. This makes the space 
when not in use. This makes the space 

available particular
ly generous even 

available particular
ly generous even 

when the washbasin is used. when the washbasin is used. 

The gas pressure dam
per

The gas pressure dam
per

provides for a part
icularly 

provides for a part
icularly 

smooth and fluent smooth and fluent 
operation.operation.
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 P

LU
SThe dynamic oneThe dynamic one

The #number1, because…

  it forms the perfect symbiosis of living  
comfort & driving dynamics.

 it gives you free choice in the drive concepts.

 scores with numerous driver assistance systems.

Whether breath-takin
g serpentines or 

Whether breath-takin
g serpentines or 

bumpy gravel roads: Optional automatic 
bumpy gravel roads: Optional automatic 

transmission & 177 hp engine for transmission & 177 hp engine for 

ultimate driving comfort 
ultimate driving comfort 

Looks as dynamic as it feels Looks as dynamic as it feels 

when driving: The optional when driving: The optional 

metallic paint finish 
in 

metallic paint finish 
in 

INDIUM GREYINDIUM GREY additionally  additionally 

emphasises the sporty
 design

emphasises the sporty
 design

All information on the specia
l model 

All information on the specia
l model 

PLATINUM SELECTION can be found in  
PLATINUM SELECTION can be found in  

a separate brochure
 & online at

a separate brochure
 & online at

knaus.com/vanti-plus-platinumselection  
knaus.com/vanti-plus-platinumselection  
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VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

VAN TI PLUS 700 LF 220 cm

290 cm

699 - 747 cm

Relaxation PLUS. After their long Trip, 
Cora and Tino are looking forward to 
jumping into the sea and then relaxing 
in their VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG.

“The only thing that makes the VAN TI PLUS even better 

is the 4-wheel drive: it's worth it 100%. Of course, I have 

driven it myself and am totally thrilled. The fast, tight 

cornering, optimum traction even in snow and slippery 

conditions, and a unique driving experience speak for 

themselves. And all this is available at an unbeatable price.”

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes

My tip

VAN TI PLUS LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS

VAN TI PLUS OVERVIEW

2-4   2-4  
 

       

Layouts 2

Total admissible weight kg 3.500 

VA
N

 T
I P

LU
S 

LA
YO

U
TS

 &
 H

IG
H

LI
GH

TS

Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 

  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 

  Nighttime layout on  
www.knaus.com

The garage door on t
he driver's side is 

The garage door on t
he driver's side is 

optionally available o
n the 650 MEG. In 

optionally available o
n the 650 MEG. In 

combination with the standard gar
age door on 

combination with the standard gar
age door on 

the passenger side, 
this creates a practi

cally 
the passenger side, 

this creates a practi
cally 

connected loading ar
ea for the rear garag

e.
connected loading ar

ea for the rear garag
e.For a light-flooded li

ving space & best 
For a light-flooded li

ving space & best 

views, the optional hinge
d window hood 

views, the optional hinge
d window hood 

including insect scre
en and blackout

including insect scre
en and blackout
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VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

VAN TI PLUS LIVING & ENJOYING

Living comfort PLUS. Sitting in the cosy 
seating area, Cora and Tino can talk about 
their many impressions of the trip. And 
immediately plan their next destination.

Networked onboard elect
rical system. 

Networked onboard elect
rical system. 

If you opt for the 
optional EnergyPlus 

If you opt for the 
optional EnergyPlus 

package, you'll also 
get the easy-to-use

 
package, you'll also 

get the easy-to-use
 

touch control panel
. This allows you to 

touch control panel
. This allows you to 

centrally control an
d check all installed

 
centrally control an

d check all installed
 

units: Light, fill lev
el of fresh & waste 

units: Light, fill lev
el of fresh & waste 

water and the capaci
ty of the batteries.

water and the capaci
ty of the batteries.
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3a

3c

3b

3d

The single-column lifting table The single-column lifting table 

offers plenty of legr
oom. In 

offers plenty of legr
oom. In 

addition, it can be 
moved 

addition, it can be 
moved 

particularly easy an
d far down 

particularly easy an
d far down 

for conversion into 
a guest bed

for conversion into 
a guest bed

The transition from the living area 
The transition from the living area 

to the driver's cab 
is like one piece 

to the driver's cab 
is like one piece 

and thus provides 
a particularly 

and thus provides 
a particularly 

harmonious overall pictu
re

harmonious overall pictu
re

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

650 MEG Bench

700 LF L-bench with side seat

L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

BENCH VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

L-BENCH WITH SIDE SEAT VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

Air cushions optimise the Air cushions optimise the 

shape of the seat and
 back 

shape of the seat and
 back 

cushions & provide better cushions & provide better 

support during the 
ride

support during the 
ride

VAN TI PLUS LIVING & ENJOYING

1.  Bench 650 MEG. Thanks to ergonomic seat 
cushions and rotating cabin seats, you can 
spend comfortable hours here with two or 
four people.

2.  Retractable TV. The optional 32" SMART 
TV not only offers the best entertainment 
thanks to video-on-demand, but can also 
be easily retracted and extended. So it is 
safely stowed away during the journey.

3.  Multifunctional Lounge 700 LF. The cosy 
L-shaped seating group offers plenty of 
space for company. An absolute highlight: 
it can optionally be converted into two 
additional belt-secured seats in the 
direction of travel. And if the guests want to 
stay overnight, a comfortable guest bed for 
two people is just as easy to create here.
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Enjoy PLUS. With this 
sophisticated kitchen, you 
will want to cook using all the 
spices of the world. Fortunately, 
Cora and Tino have bought a 
decent amount of supplies at 
the market.

1.  Best room layout. The well thought-out 
room concept creates a modern ambience. 
The opposite position of the refrigerator 
allows quick access.

2.  Corner kitchen. Each corner is optimally 
used here. For example for extra storage 
space, a particularly deep sink or a high-
quality 3-flame cooker with cast iron grate.

3.  High quality kitchen wall covering 
(optional). In the same decor as the 
worktop, it fits harmoniously into the 
overall picture and is easy to wipe off. 
There is room for spices and more in the 
integrated dovetail nests.

142 l AES 142 l AES 
refrigeratorrefrigerator

with integrated with integrated 
freezer freezer 

Stable quality: The drawers with 
Stable quality: The drawers with 

GRASS full extension can 
be 

GRASS full extension can 
be 

opened wide and offer plenty
 of 

opened wide and offer plenty
 of 

storage space for su
pplies

storage space for su
pplies

Soft-close overhead 
cupboards 

Soft-close overhead 
cupboards 

with automated locking forwith automated locking for

maximum ease of usemaximum ease of use

Thanks to the worktop extension, Thanks to the worktop extension, 

there is quickly more space for there is quickly more space for 

the preparation of 
meals

the preparation of 
meals

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

CORNER KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

LONGITUDINAL KITCHEN VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

650 MEG Longitudinal kitchen

700 LF Corner kitchen

More information regarding 
our kitchens can be found on 
pages 38 - 39.

VAN TI PLUS COOKING & DINING

The galley kitchen in
 the 

The galley kitchen in
 the 

650 MEG is equipped 650 MEG is equipped 

with a 2-burner coo
ker

with a 2-burner coo
ker
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VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

201 x 80 cm

201 x 80 cm

Dreaming PLUS. Cora and Tino 
can sleep well and dream of new 
destinations in the more than 2-metre-
long single beds with super comfortable 
EvoPore HRC mattresses.

There is a generous 
storage space with clothes rails 

There is a generous 
storage space with clothes rails 

under the more than 2-metre-long single bed
s. 

under the more than 2-metre-long single bed
s. 

This is very easily ac
cessible tanks to a 

practical 

This is very easily ac
cessible tanks to a 

practical 

folding mechanism and particularly sp
acious access

folding mechanism and particularly sp
acious access

The super comfortable 5-zone EvoPore 
The super comfortable 5-zone EvoPore 

HRC mattresses can be m
ade even more 

HRC mattresses can be m
ade even more 

comfortable with WaterGel topper
comfortable with WaterGel topper

Optionally, a panoram
ic roof 

Optionally, a panoram
ic roof 

at the rear (130 x 45 cm) 
at the rear (130 x 45 cm) 

provides a magnificent view of 
provides a magnificent view of 

the starry skythe starry sky

FRENCH BED VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

SINGLE BEDS VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

GUEST BED VAN TI PLUS 700 LF1.  Wardrobe. The clever layout creates 
extra space for a full-length wardrobe. 
Thanks to several storage compartments 
and a clothes rail, you can stow 
everything comfortably here.

2.  French bed. Perfectly integrated in the 
rear and with a pleasant soft-touch wall 
panelling, you will find a restful night's 
sleep here.

3.  Guest bed. The lounge can easily be 
converted into a comfortable guest bed. 
Lower the single-column lift table, insert 
the cushions and relax.

VAN TI PLUS SLEEPING & DREAMING

 Single beds  French Bed

BED OVERVIEW

650 MEG   2  
700 LF   2-4  

You can find more information 
about our beds on pages 36 - 37.
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1 REAR LONGITUDINAL BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

Bathroom comfort PLUS. 
Whether longitudinal rear 
bath or comfort bath: 
optimum use of space is 
standard equipment here. 
Just like high-quality fittings 
and extra storage space.

COMFORT BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

Comfort bathroom

Rear longitudinal bathroom

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

650 MEG 

Comfort bathroom

700 LF  Rear longitudinal 

bathroom

You can find more information 
about our bathrooms on 
pages 40 - 41.

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 700 LF

COMFORT BATHROOM VAN TI PLUS 650 MEG

VAN TI PLUS GROOMING & RECOVERING

1.  Rear longitudinal bathroom. Thanks to 
a separate washbasin perfectly integrated 
into the living area, the bathroom with 
toilet and shower cubicle can be used 
simultaneously. A full mirror cabinet 
offers plenty of space for all cosmetics.

2.  Turn 1 into 2. A clever swing wall in the 
comfort bath ensures that you quickly 
have an extra generously sized shower 
cubicle. A smart magnetic closure simply 
seals the shower door watertight.

Stylish & practical: the Stylish & practical: the 

open shelf in a dar
k slate 

open shelf in a dar
k slate 

look offers addition
al storage 

look offers addition
al storage 

space for everythin
g you need 

space for everythin
g you need 

quickly and easilyquickly and easily



L!
VE

 T
IThe one that defies 

convention
The one that defies 

convention

The #number1, because…

 it offers a fantastic price-performance ratio.

 impresses with its elegant design.

 it is a genuine KNAUS not just with regard to cabinetry.

With the optional THULE 
With the optional THULE 

bike carrier you can
 take 

bike carrier you can
 take 

up to 3 bikes with you on up to 3 bikes with you on 

holiday. You can fin
d more 

holiday. You can fin
d more 

information on page 21
information on page 21

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced 
from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, 
it is not possible for organisational reasons to print the 
photos of the update at a later date. Therefore, please 
note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not 
correspond to the current (new) series status.
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L!VE TI 650 MF

L!VE TI 650 MEG

L!VE TI 590 MF

L!VE TI 700 MEG

279 cm

232 cm

644 - 752 cm

Compact floor plan Compact floor plan 

with french bed with french bed 

The absence of visibl
e 

The absence of visibl
e 

screw fittings and the screw fittings and the 

seamless transitions seamless transitions 
testify to the high testify to the high 
quality standardsquality standards

Also available as a Also available as a 
low-bed variant low-bed variant 

All key functions in o
ne 

All key functions in o
ne 

place: The L!VE TI also 
place: The L!VE TI also 

features the service
 box for 

features the service
 box for 

excellent user conv
enience

excellent user conv
enience

L!VE TI LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS

L!VE TI OVERVIEW

2-4   4-5  
 

       

Layouts 4

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500
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Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 

  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 

 Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

Here, everyone is well served. The 
L!VE TI offers everything a faithful 
travel companion must have. Lea and 
Daniel have packed the 590 MF for their 
tour in the Netherlands.

72 73|
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L!VE TI 590 MF

L!VE TI LIVING & ENJOYING

Loft feeling to go. The open 
interior and stylish furniture design 
create a particularly modern overall 
picture that reminds Lea and Daniel 
of their student days in Stockholm.
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L!VE TI 700 MEG

L!VE TI 700 MEG

L!VE TI 590 MF

L!VE TI 700 MEG

27 ″

Soft-close overhead Soft-close overhead 

cupboards for maximum 
cupboards for maximum 

operating and noise
 comfort

operating and noise
 comfort

A sturdy mechanism 
A sturdy mechanism 

with a gas pressure 
spring 

with a gas pressure 
spring 

ensures easy operat
ion

ensures easy operat
ion

L!VE TI LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

590 MF Bench 

650 MF Bench with side seat

650 MEG Bench with side seat

700 MEG Bench with side seat

The right place at  The right place at  

the right time }the right time }

The additional side s
eat opens up furth

er 
The additional side s

eat opens up furth
er 

flexible seating opti
ons & provides a 

flexible seating opti
ons & provides a 

comfortable bed surface
 when converting 

comfortable bed surface
 when converting 

the dinette into a 
guest bed

the dinette into a 
guest bed

The optional L-shape
d seating group inc

luding 
The optional L-shape

d seating group inc
luding 

sliding single-colum
n lifting table creat

es additional 

sliding single-colum
n lifting table creat

es additional 

living space & allows optimum room to move
living space & allows optimum room to move

1.  Lowerable SMART TV. The optional 27" TV  
simply disappears behind the bench seat, so 
it doesn’t take up space when it’s not in use.

2.  Well thought-out dinette. The overhead 
cupboards offer plenty of storage space. 
Thanks to a gathering function, the 
high-quality net curtains can be raised or 
lowered as preferred.

3.  Elegant front interior. The dark offset 
décor picks up the line of the driver’s cab 
cladding and ensures a smooth transition.
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High-quality metal handles High-quality metal handles 

and elaborate integr
al 

and elaborate integr
al 

cabinetry guarantee
 

cabinetry guarantee
 

excellent lasting qu
ality 

excellent lasting qu
ality 

Sturdy full-extensi
on drawer 

Sturdy full-extensi
on drawer 

slides with soft-close slides with soft-close 

function by GRASS make the 
function by GRASS make the 

drawers especially easy t
o use

drawers especially easy t
o use

CORNER KITCHEN L!VE TI 700 MEG

L!VE TI COOKING & DINING

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

590 MF Galley kitchen

650 MF Corner kitchen

650 MEG Galley kitchen

700 MEG Corner kitchen

You can find more information about 
our kitchens on pages 38 - 39.

GALLEY KITCHEN L!VE TI 590 MF CORNER KITCHEN L!VE TI 700 MEG

With up to 142 liters of With up to 142 liters of 

refrigerator volume, you can refrigerator volume, you can 

pack plenty of supp
lies and 

pack plenty of supp
lies and 

don't have to worry about don't have to worry about 

the energy source t
hanks to 

the energy source t
hanks to 

the AES functionthe AES function

Unconventional and 
to your taste. Lea 
and Daniel can make 
themselves comfortable 
on the cosy bench at any 
time. But what's wrong 
with breakfast in bed? 
Nothing! In the 590 MF 
the kitchen drawers are 
even within reach.

1.  Variant - galley kitchen.  
The galley kitchen in the 550 MF is 
compact, but offers incredible worktop 
and storage space thanks to the folding 
worktop extension and clever layout.

2.  Additional storage space. The 
extended angle offers additional space 
for dishes and supplies. The stopcocks 
are also safely stored here.

3.  Freshly baked. The optional gas oven 
incl. grill function finds elegant space in 
the kitchen block.
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3

210 x 81 cm

195 x 81 cm

SINGLE BEDS L!VE TI 700 MEG

 French bed Single beds

L!VE TI SLEEPING & DREAMING

BED OVERVIEW

590 MF   2    
650 MF   2-3    
650 MEG   2-3    
700 MEG   2-4   

You can find more information about  
our beds on pages 36 - 37.

With the roller slatte
d frame in the middle and the 

With the roller slatte
d frame in the middle and the 

two cushion sections, 
you can transform the single 

two cushion sections, 
you can transform the single 

beds into a large d
ouble bed in a matter of seconds

beds into a large d
ouble bed in a matter of seconds

SINGLE BEDS L!VE TI 700 MEG

FRENCH BED L!VE TI 590 MF FRENCH BED L!VE TI 590 MF

Here you are always right on the spot. 
The high-quality EvoPore mattresses 
remain elastic for many years and do 
not form uncomfortable wells over time. 
Daniel finds this just as great as the over 
2 metre long bed and the folding pad 
(optional) to extend the foot end on the 
French bed.

1.  Practical storage space. The French bed folds 
up easily for convenient access to the storage 
space underneath. This can also be accessed 
from the outside, via the rear garage.

2.  Perfectly integrated. The French bed blends 
into the layout in a particularly space-saving 
manner. This makes the entire living space 
appear even more open and offers maximum 
room to move.

3.  Wardrobes under single beds. Open the door 
and flap and you have convenient access to the 
spacious wardrobes, including clothes rails on 
both sides.
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1 2

2

INTEGRATED BATH L!VE TI 700 MEG REAR LONGITUDINAL BATH L!VE TI 590 MF

COMFORT BATH L!VE TI 700 MEG

Comfort bath

Rear longitudinal bath

Integrated bath

L!VE TI GROOMING & RECOVERING

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

590 MF  Rear longitudinal  

bath

650 MF  Rear longitudinal  

bath

650 MEG Comfort  bath

700 MEG  Integrated bath

You can find more information 
about our bathrooms on  
pages 40 - 41.

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATH L!VE TI 590 MF Especially practical: Especially practical: 
Additional storage Additional storage 
compartments under compartments under 

the washbasin & a the washbasin & a 

tissue dispensertissue dispenser

Mirror surfaces Mirror surfaces 

additionally increase 
the 

additionally increase 
the 

generous feeling of sp
ace

generous feeling of sp
ace

1.  Integrated bath. With a fixed shower cubicle, high-quality 
fittings and a standard roof hood (28 x 28 cm), the fixed 
bathroom offers maximum comfort. The optimised mirror 
cabinet offers plenty of space for your bathroom utensils. 

2.  Rear longitudinal bath. By moving the washbasin into the 
living area, a separate room with a comfortable bench toilet 
and shower cubicle is created. In addition to the shelves and 
storage cabinets on the washbasin, you will find additional 
storage space in the large wall cabinet above the toilet.

A clean job. When 
designing the bathrooms, 
we make sure that not only 
your own care, but also 
that of the furniture is easy 
for you. That is why we use 
surfaces that are easy to 
clean. So Lea is ready for the 
next trip in no time at all.
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Genuine KNAUS quality: No visible 
Genuine KNAUS quality: No visible 

screw fittings, insulated 
roof scoop with 

screw fittings, insulated 
roof scoop with 

LED positional lights an
d extremely 

LED positional lights an
d extremely 

sturdy aluminium profiles (Pro.Tec 
sturdy aluminium profiles (Pro.Tec 

frame, see page 17)frame, see page 17)
Easy and quick to Easy and quick to 
extend: The body extend: The body 
battery is accessible

 
battery is accessible

 

from the outsidefrom the outside

No need to worry about spray an
d stone 

No need to worry about spray an
d stone 

impacts, the 40-mm-thick underfloor w
ith XPS 

impacts, the 40-mm-thick underfloor w
ith XPS 

insulation is fitted 
with a protective GRP layer

insulation is fitted 
with a protective GRP layerThe #number1, because…

  it is Germany’s best-selling low-profile.

 it offers the widest choice of layouts.

 it offers a fantastic price-performance ratio.

All information on the PLATINUM 
All information on the PLATINUM 

SELECTION special model can be found 
SELECTION special model can be found 

in the separate bro
chure & online at

in the separate bro
chure & online at

www.knaus.com/platinumselection 
www.knaus.com/platinumselection   

The universal geniusThe universal genius

NEW

In summer 2021, the 
FIAT base vehicle 
will be replaced 
from the DUCATO 
7 to the DUCATO 
8. Unfortunately, 
it is not possible 
for organisational 
reasons to print 
the photos of the 
update at a later date. 
Therefore, please note 
that some illustrations 
of the DUCATO do 
not correspond to the 
current (new) series 
status.
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SKY TI 650 MEG

SKY TI 650 MF

232 cm

279 cm

696 - 750 cm

SKY TI LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS

SKY TI OVERVIEW

2-6   4-5  
 

       

Layouts 5

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500 

Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 
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  Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

With large 142-litre 
refrigerator

With large 142-litre 
refrigerator

Up to 6 sleeping places by co
nverting the seating 

group 

Up to 6 sleeping places by co
nverting the seating 

group 

into a guest bed & choice of the option
al lifting bed

into a guest bed & choice of the option
al lifting bed

The FoldXpand rear construc
tion 

The FoldXpand rear construc
tion 

not only looks part
icularly good, 

not only looks part
icularly good, 

but also increases d
riving safety 

but also increases d
riving safety 

with integrated third
 brake light 

with integrated third
 brake light 

& maximises interior space& maximises interior space

Plenty of layout variants.   Everyone 
can find the right model for their needs 
and preferences. Lisa and Max have 
opted for the spacious 700 MEG. It 
offers lots of space for everything you 
don't want to miss on the campsite.

Flexible 3D central bathFlexible 3D central bath

Large queen-size be
d with 

Large queen-size be
d with 

electric height adju
stment (optional)

electric height adju
stment (optional)
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SKY TI 700 MEG

SKY TI LIVING & ENJOYING

Enjoy pure freedom. Lisa and Max 
particularly like the open interior design 
of the SKY TI. Thanks to the slanted 
furniture geometry, they enjoy maximum 
room to move here.
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3

SKY TI 700 MEG SKY TI 700 MEG

SKY TI 650 MF

SKY TI 650 MF

27 "

Sturdy mechanism with 
Sturdy mechanism with 

practical lift functio
n

practical lift functio
n

The soft-close flaps c
lose 

The soft-close flaps c
lose 

gently and lock auto
matically

gently and lock auto
matically

Stain-repellent Stain-repellent 
ACTIVE LINE ACTIVE LINE 

upholstery (for det
ails, 

upholstery (for det
ails, 

see page 130)see page 130)

Also available with Also available with 

seat heating on req
uest 

seat heating on req
uest 

Specially developed
 to 

Specially developed
 to 

meet the requirements 
meet the requirements 

of motorhomes and of motorhomes and 

for maximum long-for maximum long-
distance comfortdistance comfort

SKY TI LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

650 MEG Bench

650 MF  Bench with side seat

700 MEG Bench with side seat

700 MX Bench with side seat

1.  Retractable 27'' SMART TV.  The living space 
also looks elegant because you can make the 
optional SMART TV disappear invisibly behind 
the rear seat. Watching TV from bed or while 
cooking? No problem thanks to the swivelling 
mount (depending on layout). 

2.  Panorama by day. Ambience at night. The 
art of semi-integrated motorhomes is to 
perfectly blend driver's cabin and living space. 
The panoramic roof and integrated lighting 
help to achieve this. 

3.  Spacious. Thanks to the slanted furniture 
geometry, the living area appears particularly 
airy and offers maximum room to move.  The 
L seating area is optionally available.

The optional insect s
creen door 

The optional insect s
creen door 

keeps uninvited vis
itors out

keeps uninvited vis
itors out
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3

1 2CORNER KITCHEN SKY TI 700 MEG

Robust & easy-Robust & easy-

to-clean stain
less 

to-clean stain
less 

steel sinksteel sink

Quality drawer slidesQuality drawer slides

by GRASS: function & 
by GRASS: function & 

stability perfectedstability perfected

The ambient The ambient 
lighting also lighting also 

lights up lights up 
lockers and lockers and 

drawersdrawers

Turn to page 33 to Turn to page 33 to 

find out what makes find out what makes 

these HPL surfaces on these HPL surfaces on 

the countertop and
 

the countertop and
 

table specialtable special

LED spots illuminate the 
LED spots illuminate the 

worktop to perfec
tion 

worktop to perfec
tion 

CORNER KITCHEN SKY TI 700 MEG

SKY TI COOKING & DINING

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

650 MEG Galley kitchen

650 MF Corner kitchen

700 MEG Corner kitchen

700 MX Corner kitchen

You can find more information about 
our kitchens on pages 38 - 39.

GALLEY KITCHEN SKY TI 650 MEG

CORNER KITCHEN SKY TI 650 MF

1.  Spacious corner kitchen. It adjoins the 
seating area directly, therefore making 
optimum use of the available space. For 
maximum working space and plenty of 
elbow room.

2.  Sturdy pull-out baskets. Below the easily 
accessible gas taps, you’ll find plenty of 
storage space, which is also extremely 
useful thanks to the open pull-out baskets. 

3.  Drawers with ball-bearing full extension. 
They extend so far out that they can easily 
be accessed all the way to the back.

Equipped for every 
taste. Max can store all 
his favourite spices within 
easy reach in the practical 
kitchen shelf. The open 
design also emphasises 
the modern ambience.
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1

2

200 x 78 cm 194 x 78 cm

SINGLE BEDS SKY TI 700 MEG

1.  French bed with extension. Lift up the mattress, fold out 
the extension and you have already made more space.

2.  Wardrobes under the beds. Plenty of space, numerous 
storage possibilities, garment rails on both sides, practical 
lighting and – thanks to generous access – all perfectly 
usable. These are your new wardrobes.

SINGLE BEDS SKY TI 700 MEG

FRENCH BED SKY TI 650 MF

Gas pressure springs
 hold the 

Gas pressure springs
 hold the 

flap in position so 
you have both 

flap in position so 
you have both 

hands free and can 
stow your 

hands free and can 
stow your 

belongings with easebelongings with ease

Sleep as if supporte
d 

Sleep as if supporte
d 

by clouds, thanks t
o 

by clouds, thanks t
o 

EvoPore mattressesEvoPore mattresses

With rear-ventilation
 and 

With rear-ventilation
 and 

heating throughout,
 and 

heating throughout,
 and 

fitted with a soft lined fitted with a soft lined 

headboard: for an a
tmosphere 

headboard: for an a
tmosphere 

of complete well-beingof complete well-being

SKY TI SLEEPING & DREAMING

BED OVERVIEW

650 MEG   2    
650 MF   4-6    
700 MEG   3    
700 MX   3   

You can find more information about  
our beds on pages 36 - 37.  Single beds   French bed  Queen-sized bed

Fall asleep with the stars. 
Get up with the sun. The 
comfortable single beds can 
be extended into a large lying 
surface just a few easy steps. 
It gets even dreamier with 
the optional panoramic roof 
window.
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1 2OPEN BATH SKY TI 700 MEG

OPEN BATH SKY TI 700 MEG

REAR LONGITUDINAL BATH SKY TI 650 MF

SKY TI GROOMING & RECOVERING

1.  Luxurious open bathroom. The spacious, 
separate shower cabin offers maximum 
comfort and convenience here. High-
quality fittings and a large roof window 
ensure an elegant and pleasant overall look.

2.  Well thought-out rear longitudinal 
bathroom. The swivel wall enables efficient 
use of space and can be simply positioned 
as you require at that moment. With one 
easy step, you get a spacious shower cabin 
or a roomy washbasin.

Comfort bath

Rear longitudinal bath

Open bath

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

650 MEG Comfort bath

650 MF Rear longitudinal bath

700 MEG Open bath

700 MX Open bath

You can find more information about 
our bathrooms on pages 40 - 41.

Showers de luxe.  The 
separate and spacious 
shower cubicle is an 
absolute highlight for Lisa. 
Elaborate details such as 
the practical shelves, the 
high-quality fitting and the 
folding towel rail ensure 
maximum washroom  
comfort.

This wall can be swivelled around 
This wall can be swivelled around 

with a handle. This creates a with a handle. This creates a 

spacious shower cabin with the 
spacious shower cabin with the 

most efficient use of
 space

most efficient use of
 space

Atmospheric light Atmospheric light 
on the mirror & on the mirror & 

practical towel railpractical towel rail
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The central service b
ox contains all 

The central service b
ox contains all 

the important supply uni
ts from 

the important supply uni
ts from 

the power supply socket to
 the 

the power supply socket to
 the 

frost detector, ther
eby ensuring 

frost detector, ther
eby ensuring 

maximum user convenience maximum user convenience 
The versatile oneThe versatile one

The #number1, because…

  it offers up to 6 comfortable  
berths thanks to the lifting bed.

 it is a genuine KNAUS through and through.

 it offers an outstanding price-performance ratio.

With the optional THULE bike 
With the optional THULE bike 

carrier you can take 
up to 3 bikes 

carrier you can take 
up to 3 bikes 

with you on holiday. Y
ou can find 

with you on holiday. Y
ou can find 

more information on page 21
more information on page 21

In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be 
replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 
8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for 
organisational reasons to print the photos of 
the update at a later date. Therefore, please 
note that some illustrations of the DUCATO 
do not correspond to the current (new) series 
status.
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L!VE WAVE 650 MX

L!VE WAVE 700 MEG

L!VE WAVE 650 MF

L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 700 MX

232 cm

The L!VE WAVE does The L!VE WAVE does 

without the characte
ristic wave 

without the characte
ristic wave 

form, but with up to 215 cm 
form, but with up to 215 cm 

of headroom for grown-ups
of headroom for grown-ups

Exceptionally spacio
us L!VE bathroom

Exceptionally spacio
us L!VE bathroom

Compact floor plan with 
Compact floor plan with 

luxurious Queen-sized bedluxurious Queen-sized bed

Optional also as a Optional also as a 
low-bed versionlow-bed version

Particularly spaciou
s thanks to 

Particularly spaciou
s thanks to 

the perfect integrat
ion of the 

the perfect integrat
ion of the 

bathroom and bed in the rea
r

bathroom and bed in the rea
r

L!VE WAVE LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS
L!

V
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  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 

  Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

With the optional aw
ning you can 

With the optional aw
ning you can 

make yourself really c
omfortable outside 

make yourself really c
omfortable outside 

& always have sun protec
tion with you

& always have sun protec
tion with you

Extra storage space
 

Extra storage space
 

included: The spacious included: The spacious 

rear garage (depend
ing on 

rear garage (depend
ing on 

layout) offers you a
dditional 

layout) offers you a
dditional 

space for everythin
g you 

space for everythin
g you 

need on holidayneed on holiday

For all situations in life. With 
the standard lifting bed, the 
Miller family has enough room 
for three and when daughter 
Paula travels alone later, the 
L!VE WAVE is also perfectly 
suited as a 2-person vehicle.

100 | 101

294 cm

698 - 752 cm

L!VE WAVE OVERVIEW

4-6   4-5  
 

         
Layouts 5

Gross vehicle weight kg  3.500 kg 

Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 
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L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE LIVING & ENJOYING

Modern design and fun for 
everyone. The cleverly designed 
living area offers generous 
room to move and, thanks to 
the standard side seat, plenty of 
space for the whole family.
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3 L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 650 MG L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

650 MG Bench with side seat

650 MF Bench with side seat

650 MX  Bench with side seat

700 MEG Bench with side seat

700 MX Bench with side seat

1.  High-quality lifting bed. The ladder 
offers easy access and textile side ele-
ments provide increased comfort.

2.  Multifunctional side seat. Here you 
can not only sit comfortably, but also 
find additional storage space for ever-
ything that needs to be quickly at hand.

3.  Perfectly integrated. The front extensi-
on is homogeneously integrated into the 
living area and offers additional storage 
space with practical “swallow’s nests”. 
The panoramic roof window provides 
extra light and the best indoor climate.

The optional L-shape
d seating 

The optional L-shape
d seating 

group including slid
ing single-

group including slid
ing single-

column lifting table creat
es 

column lifting table creat
es 

additional living sp
ace & allows 

additional living sp
ace & allows 

optimum room to move
optimum room to move

If you choose the o
ptional ambient 

If you choose the o
ptional ambient 

lighting, you also ge
t the easy-care 

lighting, you also ge
t the easy-care 

kitchen rear panel 
in the same 

kitchen rear panel 
in the same 

decor as the worktopdecor as the worktop

The optional single-c
olumn lifting table 

The optional single-c
olumn lifting table 

can be adjusted to 
suit your needs

can be adjusted to 
suit your needs
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L!VE WAVE 650 MG

3

1 2

L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 650 MG L!VE WAVE 650 MG

The soft-close overhe
ad cupboards 

The soft-close overhe
ad cupboards 

close gently and loc
k automatically

close gently and loc
k automatically

L!VE WAVE COOKING & DINING

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

650 MG Corner kitchen

650 MF Corner kitchen

650 MX Corner kitchen

700 MEG Corner kitchen

700 MX Corner kitchen

You can find more information 
about our kitchens on pages 38 - 39.

1.  Huge refrigerator. The corner kitchen has 
room for a 133-142-litre refrigerator, which 
reliably and automatically selects the energy 
source thanks to the AES function.

2.  Stable cast iron grate. For a safe cooking 
pleasure the 3-burner cooker is equipped 
with a high-quality cast iron grate. The glass 
cover serves as a practical splash guard 
during frying.

3.  Soft-close drawers. Not only quiet, but also 
really practical: Thanks to the GRASS full 
extension you can reach everything easily.

Here is even Here is even 
more storage more storage 
space for all space for all 

supplies that do supplies that do 
not need to be not need to be 

cooledcooled

Plenty of kitchen power.
Whether you want to mix 
homemade spread or 
charge your tablet: The 
Miller family appreciates 
the sockets on the 
cupboards and the console 
as well as the protective 
caps for splash water and 
child safety. 
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L!VE WAVE 650 MG L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 650 MG

212 x 147/135 cm

If you sleep really 
well here, it’s probab

ly 
If you sleep really 

well here, it’s probab
ly 

because of the exce
llent EvoPore 

because of the exce
llent EvoPore 

mattresses. And you can turn to
 page 

mattresses. And you can turn to
 page 

35 to discover why they are so spec
ial

35 to discover why they are so spec
ial

 Single beds  Transverse bed

 Queen-sized bed

 Lifting bed

 French bed

L!VE WAVE SLEEPING & DREAMING

BED OVERVIEW

650 MG   4-6    
650 MF   4-6    
650 MX   4-5    
700 MEG   4-6    
700 MX   4-5   

You can find more information about 
our beds on pages 36 - 37.

TRANSVERSE BED L!VE WAVE 650 MG

1.   Wardrobe. In layouts with a French bed, the space between the 
washbasin and kitchen is used for a full-length wardrobe with 
garment rail. With single and transverse bed layouts, the wardrobe is 
located between the bed and the refrigerator. And with Queen-sized 
bed layouts there is even room for two wardrobes on the rear wall.

2.  Generous storage space. In the spacious wall units you have plenty 
of space for the things you need to reach quickly and daily. The 
soft-close flaps close particularly quietly and are particularly durable 
thanks to robust metal handles. 

3.  Extra storage space. For optimum weight distribution, heavy 
items such as tinned food or drinks can be stowed in the lower 
compartments in the middle of the vehicle.

Relaxation is the top priority.  
The standard lifting bed can be easily 
lowered. With up to 195 x 123 cm it 
offers generous space for two people. 
And thanks to the fall-out protection, 
Paula can dream here absolutely safe 
and relaxed.
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L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE 650 MGL!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE bath

Rear longitudinal bath

Integrated bath

INTEGRATED BATH L!VE WAVE 650 MG

L!VE WAVE GROOMING & RECOVERING

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

650 MG Integrated bath

650 MF  Rear longitudinal bath

650 MX L!VE bath 

700 MEG Integrated bath

700 MX Integrated bath

You can find more information about 
our bathrooms on pages 40 - 41.

The integrated towel dispenser is 
The integrated towel dispenser is 

one of the many well thought-out 
one of the many well thought-out 

details in the L!VE WAVE.
details in the L!VE WAVE.

1.  More than storage space. On the spacious 
wall cabinet there are shelves with fall-out 
protection to ensure that everything stays 
in place during the journey. The mirrored 
surface creates an open feeling of space.

2.  Fixed shower cubicle. The clever room 
layout in the integrated bathroom creates 
space for an extra shower cubicle. 

3.  Towel rail. A practical helper that can 
simply be folded upwards when not in use.

Cultivated time out for 
the bathroom master. 
The well thought-out fixed 
bathroom in the 650 MG 
not only offers a separate 
room for personal hygiene, 
but also numerous shelves 
and a large mirror cabinet. 
An absolute plus for the 
Miller family.

There's plenty of roo
m. 

There's plenty of roo
m. 

Even for two. }Even for two. }

You will find even more storage 
You will find even more storage 

space under the sin
k in the 

space under the sin
k in the 

practical dovecotes.practical dovecotes.
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The service box gath
ers all the 

The service box gath
ers all the 

supply technology i
n one place for 

supply technology i
n one place for 

maximum conveniencemaximum convenience

Turn to page 17 to r
ead why 

Turn to page 17 to r
ead why 

the Pro.Tec frame makes the 
the Pro.Tec frame makes the 

leisurework so stable and d
urable

leisurework so stable and d
urable

The semi-integrated with a lifting bed
The semi-integrated with a lifting bed

The #number1, because…

  it is not just any, but the low-profile  
with a lifting bed.

 it offers you up to 6 comfortable berths.

 it is only 284 cm high despite the lifting bed and 200 cm headroom.

All information about the ann
iversary 

All information about the ann
iversary 

model 60 YEARS can be found in 
model 60 YEARS can be found in 

the separate brochu
re & online at 

the separate brochu
re & online at 

www.knaus.com/60years-
www.knaus.com/60years-

special-edition-uk special-edition-uk 

In summer 2021, the FIAT base 
vehicle will be replaced from the 
DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. 
Unfortunately, it is not possible 
for organisational reasons to print 
the photos of the update at a later 
date. Therefore, please note that 
some illustrations of the DUCATO 
do not correspond to the current 
(new) series status.
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SKY WAVE 650 MF

SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE 700 MEG

232 cm

284 cm

Jürgen Thaler, Product Manager
KNAUS Motorhomes & Caravans

My Tip

SKY WAVE LAYOUTS & HIGHLIGHTS

Yet another big fan of 
these layouts. Thanks to the 
spacious living area in the 
650 MEG, Svenja and Paul 
have enough room to bring 
their four-legged companion 
Sam along on a photo tour.
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  floorplanfinder.knaus.com 

 Nighttime layout on www.knaus.com

The curved roof line
 gives 

The curved roof line
 gives 

the SKY WAVE its name 
the SKY WAVE its name 

and ensures maximum 
and ensures maximum 

headroom in the interior headroom in the interior 

despite the lifting 
bed

despite the lifting 
bed

French bed over 2 meters long
French bed over 2 meters long

114 | 115

SKY WAVE OVERVIEW

4-6   4-5  
 

         
Layouts 3

Gross vehicle weight kg 3.500 

Configure now on  Configure now on  

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk

configurator.knaus.c
om/uk 

698 - 752 cmCentral  bathroom with plenty 
Central  bathroom with plenty 

of space to move aroundof space to move around

"An absolute must for dog owners. With the fixed 
installation system of Lucky Dog Camper *,including 
a stable and spacious dog crate, your holiday 
will also be a relaxing break for your four-legged 
friend." Learn more at:  ldc-systems.de
* Only at participating dealers. Please consult your KNAUS dealer about this vehicle modification. 
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SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE LIVING & ENJOYING

Open to new adventures. Although 
Sam would prefer to spend all of his 
time on the beach, he is also already 
looking forward to getting back to 
the cosy living area when he leaves.
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31 SKY WAVE 650 MEG SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE 650 MEG

A different take on A different take on 

holiday postcards }
 

holiday postcards }
 

Extremely easy to use Extremely easy to use 

thanks to the lift f
unction 

thanks to the lift f
unction 

with gas pressure sp
ring 

with gas pressure sp
ring 

Lifting bed with wood inserts and a p
leasantly 

Lifting bed with wood inserts and a p
leasantly 

soft surface for a h
omely ambiance

soft surface for a h
omely ambiance

SKY WAVE LIVING & ENJOYING

LOUNGE OVERVIEW

650 MF Bench seat with side seat

650 MEG  Bench seat with side seat

700 MEG Bench seat with side seat

The vinyl flooring in
 a noble 

The vinyl flooring in
 a noble 

yacht look is partic
ularly hard-

yacht look is partic
ularly hard-

wearing and looks go
od even 

wearing and looks go
od even 

after many years. Optional 
after many years. Optional 

electric floor heatin
g or a 

electric floor heatin
g or a 

perfectly fitting car
pet provide 

perfectly fitting car
pet provide 

extra comfort & warm feet
extra comfort & warm feet

1.  Lowerable 27" SMART TV. Another reason why 

the living area looks so elegant and tidy is because 

you can make the 27" Full-HD LED SMART 
TV (optional) with integrated digital receiver 

disappear from sight behind the rear seat.

2.  Soft-close overhead cupboards. Close gently 

and lock automatically. And thanks to high-quality 

hinges, they’ll do so for many years to come.

3.  Optional L-shaped seating group. Make yourself 

even more comfortable here thanks to the large 

L-shaped dinette. The lifting table on a central 

support column can be moved in all directions.
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1 2SKY WAVE 650 MEG

Extensive ambient Extensive ambient 

lighting for a pleasa
nt 

lighting for a pleasa
nt 

atmosphere (optional)atmosphere (optional)

Turn to page 33 to Turn to page 33 to 

discover what makes discover what makes 

this HPL surface so this HPL surface so 
scratch-resistantscratch-resistant

GALLEY KITCHEN SKY WAVE 650 MEG

GALLEY KITCHEN SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE COOKING & DINING

KITCHEN OVERVIEW

650 MF Corner kitchen

650 MEG Galley kitchen

700 MEG Corner kitchen

You can find more information about  
our kitchens on pages 38 - 39.

1.  Drawers with full extension. These 
can be removed completely, making 
them easy to fill and organise. The 
ambient lighting under the worktop 
illuminates the interior of the 
drawers so that you can find what 
you are looking for even more faster.

2.  Spacious refrigerator. Whether 
your motorhome has a corner or 
longitudinal kitchen: you always get 
a separate 133/142-litre refrigerator.

Find pleasure in every 
move. There is room for 
everything you need to prep, 
cook and enjoy your food 
in the spacious overhead 
cupboards. And thanks to 
the quiet soft-close function, 
they close especially easily 
and almost by themselves 
when you need your hands 
for something else.
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1 2

3SKY WAVE 650 MEG

193 x 81 cm

198 x 81 cm

SINGLE BEDS SKY WAVE 650 MEG

LIFTING BED SKY WAVE 650 MEGSINGLE BEDS SKY WAVE 650 MEG

 Single beds  French bed  Lifting bed

SKY WAVE SLEEPING & DREAMING

BED OVERVIEW

650 MF   4-6    
650 MEG   4-5     
700 MEG   4-5    

You can find more information about 
our beds on pages 36 - 37.

The standard roof ho
od 

The standard roof ho
od 

(40 x 40 cm) in the rear (40 x 40 cm) in the rear 

creates a particular
ly friendly 

creates a particular
ly friendly 

atmosphere & can of course atmosphere & can of course 

be darkened at nigh
t

be darkened at nigh
t

1.  Spacious wardrobes. Access from the 
side and from above makes it particularly 
convenient to use the wardrobes.

2.  Fully-fledged lifting bed. With a 
reclining area of 195 x 140 cm and 
high-quality EvoPore HRC mattress, you 
are assured a particularly comfortable 
sleep here. The lifting bed travels 
especially far downwards so that it can 
be conveniently accessed.

3.  Practical storage. There is room here 
for everything that you need to hand 
during the night or on waking. 

The best view for sweet dreams. 
In the large lifting bed, Paul has 
Svenja to himself again. Sam is 
not allowed to snuggle in between 
them. Although there is plenty of 
space for him to do so.
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1 2

Open bath

Rear longitudinal bath

Comfort bath

COMFORT BATH SKY WAVE 650 MEG

COMFORT BATH SKY WAVE 650 MEG COMFORT BATH SKY WAVE 650 MEG

SKY WAVE GROOMING & RECOVERING

BATHROOM OVERVIEW

650 MF Rear longitudinal bath

650 MEG Comfort bath

700 MEG Open bath

You can find more information about our 
bathrooms on pages 40 - 41.

The toilet paper hold
er is 

The toilet paper hold
er is 

positioned within easy reach positioned within easy reach 

under the washbasinunder the washbasin

1.  Efficient swivel wall. Create a 
shower cabin or fully-fledged 
washroom in seconds. The 
comfort bathroom is very compact 
thanks to the multifunctionality. 
The space saved adds to the living 
area and available space.

2.  Well thought-out storage space. 
The shelves on the mirror boast 
metal edges with a modern design 
so that nothing can fall out while 
on the move.

A bathroom to fall 
in love with. Svenja 
is impressed time and 
again by the innovative 
swivel wall and ends 
each shower looking 
forward to the next.
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L!VE TI 590 MF

Make of the upholstery depends on the series.

1. MAGNOLIA
2. EARTH
3. AVOCADO

4. STONE
5. PEACH
6. AQUA

COZY HOME-PACKAGE

Enhance your motorhome with a COZY HOME package. 
From fresh to classic, there is something for every taste. 
Each package contains two large (60 x 40 cm) and two 
small (40 x 40 cm) pillows with feather filling, as well as a 
matching table runner and two soft blankets.

FABRIC OPTIONS

Standard fabrics all convince with durable  

materials and an attractive design that matches  

the respective furniture decor.

+  Antiallergic, breathable & skin-friendly

+ Tested for high colour fastness

+ Durable and easy to clean

ACTIVE LINE fabrics are extremely easy to clean. 

Liquids do not seep in immediately and most stains can 

be removed with a damp cloth. 

+ Antibacterial

+ Lotus blossom effect

+ Breathable

+  Water &  

oil repellent

+ Care protection

Superb easy-care pr
operties make this the 

Superb easy-care pr
operties make this the 

ideal choice for fam
ilies and dog owners.

ideal choice for fam
ilies and dog owners.

Pleasant seating comfort is not an option but part of the standard equipment. 
Whatever upholstery you opt for, you can always rely on one thing: comfortable seats 
that have been optimised for the respective model are included as standard in all KNAUS 
motorhomes. It is essential to us that you always arrive at your destination feeling relaxed. 
That is why we include, depending on the model, ergonomic seat cushions that optimally 

support your back and help you to maintain a healthy posture even on 
long trips and during unhurried family meals.

 Depending on the  Depending on the 

model, the seat cush
ions 

model, the seat cush
ions 

support the natur
al S shape 

support the natur
al S shape 

of your spine. So that you of your spine. So that you 

start your holiday in a relaxed start your holiday in a relaxed 

mood and avoid back
 ache

mood and avoid back
 ache

 configurator.knaus.com/uk

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY

100 % KNAUS  
100 % INDIVIDUAL
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So that you can enj
oy your 

So that you can enj
oy your 

KNAUS travel companion for 
KNAUS travel companion for 

many years to come, we also attach 
many years to come, we also attach 

great importance to high-q
uality 

great importance to high-q
uality 

and durable upholstery materials
and durable upholstery materials

Design your motorhome individually according to your ideas. With 
our numerous customisation options, our motorhome will become 
yours. What you can always rely on is the highest KNAUS quality 
and optimum comfort.
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10.0.85090 Hohenstein

VAN TI FABRIC STYLES L!VE TI FABRIC STYLES

* at extra cost  Style of upholstery depends on series.

Start at page 54 to see how well this 
Start at page 54 to see how well this 

upholstery goes with the VAN TI PLUS 
upholstery goes with the VAN TI PLUS 

furniture design lin
e

furniture design lin
e

FURNITURE DECOR 
Matara Teak

FABRIC STYLES 

Series options

1. BLUE NIGHT 

2. COOL GREY

3. TURIN (only FIAT)

Active Line * 

4. ACTIVE ROCK

5. ACTIVE ROYAL

Genuine leather * 

6. CREAM NATURE 

FURNITURE DECOR 
Egmond Elm

FABRIC STYLES 

Series options

1. ENERGY

2. COOL GREY

Active Line *

3. ACTIVE ROCK

4. ACTIVE ROYAL

Genuine leather *

5. CREAM NATURE 

VAN TI PLUS FABRIC STYLES

FURNITURE DECOR 
Matara Teak

FABRIC STYLES 

Series options

1. BLUE NIGHT 

2. COOL GREY

3. TURIN

Active Line *

4. ACTIVE ROCK

5. ACTIVE ROYAL

Genuine leather * 

6. CREAM NATURE 

 configurator.knaus.com

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY
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You have the choice! With the 
choice of the fabric styles you give 
your vehicle your personal touch 
in the interior. This includes the 
upholstery covers, the curtain 
and store design. Here you can 
get first impressions to find the 
perfect interior design for your 
motorhome.

A. Cushion cover

B. Curtain & Store

C. Furniture decor

Discover our fabric styles! You can set an individual design accent 
with the various fabric styles harmoniously matched to the wood 
decor of the respective series..
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L!VE WAVE FABRIC STYLES

FURNITURE DECOR
Matara Teak

FABRIC STYLES 

Series options

1. BLUE NIGHT 

2. COOL GREY

3. TURIN

Active Line *

4. ACTIVE ROCK

5. ACTIVE ROYAL

Genuine leather * 

6. CREAM NATURE 

FURNITURE DECOR
Nagano Oak

FABRIC STYLES

Series options

1. INDIAN SUMMER

2. BLUE MARINE

3. ENERGY

Active Line * 

4. ACTIVE ROCK

5. ACTIVE ROYAL

Genuine leather * 

6. CREAM NATURE 

SKY TI & SKY WAVE FABRIC STYLES

 configurator.knaus.com

KNAUS INDIVIDUALITY
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PAINTS DRIVER'S CAB

FIAT

1. WHITE

2.  LANZAROTE GREY 

MAN

3. WHITE

4.  INDIUM GREY *  

(metallic paint)
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Service & Service Partners. We 
are here for you. For an inspection 
or workshop visit, our competent 
specialist dealers with their service 
workshops and tailor-made services 
are at your disposal. You can find more 
information at  dealer.knaus.com

KNAUS Leak-proofness 
guarantee. We know that our 
products deliver what we promise. 
all our leisure vehicles, we offer you 
a 10-year leak-proofness guarantee 
on the body manufactured by us 
as well as a 24-month guarantee 
from your KNAUS partner within 
the framework of our guarantee 
conditions valid at the time of 
vehicle delivery.

Strictly by the book. For special 
elements in our vehicles, we rely on 
partners and suppliers with whom 
we often have a long-standing, 
reliable business relation. In doing 
so, we place the highest value on 
the quality of the components. 
Compliance with applicable legal 
standards is just as important to us 
as the use of components with ISO/
IEC certification. 

CLEAR OBJECTIVES

STRONG SERVICE
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You can rely on our products & service partners. Part of the standard 
equipment of every KNAUS vehicle is the certainty of a good arrival. That 
is why we give a 10-year leakproofness guarantee * on all our products 
and only use high-quality elements that will give you many years of 
happiness. You can rely on the expertise of our service partners for 
inspection and workshop visits.

* For leisure vehicles made by KNAUS, we grant you a 10-year leak-proofness guarantee on the body 
manufactured by us in addition to your compulsory guarantee within the framework of our guarantee conditions.
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W I N N A A R

Kampeerauto 
van het jaar

Half-integraal
Knaus Van Ti Plus 650 MEG

2016
REISEMOBILE
D E S  J A H R E S

2. PLATZ
Knaus Sky Traveller 
Alkovenmobile bis 50 000 €2018

REISEMOBILE
D E S  J A H R E S

3. PLATZ
Knaus Live Traveller 
Alkovenmobile bis 50 000 €

2019
REISEMOBILE
D E S  J A H R E S

2. PLATZ
Knaus Live Traveller 
Alkovenmobile bis 50 000 €

GESAMTSIEGER
GESAMTSIEGER

KNAUS stands for quality. We are not 
KNAUS stands for quality. We are not 

the only ones who think so: Numerous 
the only ones who think so: Numerous 

accolades confirm our abilitiesaccolades confirm our abilities

Pride & motivation. Our awards motivate us to 
deliver top performance time and time again. Of 
course, we are happy to share this with you, our 
customers. A complete chronicle of our awards can 
be found at  knaus.com/auszeichnungen

KNAUS BRAND WORLD

Find us and our awards. Whether at your local KNAUS dealer or 
on our numerous online channels: we are by your side with advice 
and support. As a result of our strong community, our vehicles can 
convince experts and specialist juries time and again and have 
already received numerous awards.

CLEAR OBJECTIVES

STRONG SERVICE
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KNAUS ONLINE

Whether exciting new products, interactive features or 
information on factory collection: there is something for 
everyone on the KNAUS website. Here is a small selection:

 floorplanfinder.knaus.com

 knaus.com/trade-fairs-calendar-uk

 shop.knaus.com

KNAUS is also active on the social media channels. In our Schwalbenblog 
you will find entertaining travel stories, on Instagram we share fascinating 
holiday pictures with you and on Facebook there are many exciting articles 
about our vehicles and the brand KNAUS.

 schwalbenblog.knaus.com   youtube.knaus.com

 facebook.knaus.com     instagram.knaus.com

The link that takes 
you 

The link that takes 
you 

directly from home to your 
directly from home to your 

KNAUS dealer KNAUS dealer 

dealer.knaus.com dealer.knaus.com 

User-friendly layout finder. On the way to the perfect travel 
companion there are a few questions to be answered: How 
many beds do you need? How big may or should your KNAUS 
be? Do you have a fixed budget? The layout finder guides 
you to the right vehicle for you in a few seconds thanks to 
intuitive queries of the most important points. 

Configurator. Configure your personal freedom that 
inspires. With the product configurator you can put together 
your personal KNAUS vehicle according to your individual 
wishes and get closer to your dream of your own KNAUS click 
by click. And finally, you can conveniently save everything as 
a PDF, print it out and share it with family and friends.

Strong dealer network. More than 450 brand partners 
in over 30 countries worldwide: this huge dealer network 
also contributes to high customer satisfaction. Competent 
advice, friendly service and exciting events await you here. 
You can find the nearest KNAUS dealer and the layouts 
you can expect there with just a few clicks by entering your 
postcode in the dealer search. 

All directly at  www.knaus.com
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Bookable online at  Bookable online at  
www.rentandtravel.de www.rentandtravel.de 

KNAUS BRAND WORLD

KNAUS Fanshop. Fancy a little shopping trip? In our fan 
shop, you will find a large selection of items that make 
travelling even more beautiful. From high-quality women‘s 
and men‘s fashion and fun games to key chains: we have 
something for everyone.

Not a member yet? Then register 
Not a member yet? Then register 

directly and don't m
iss anything under  

directly and don't m
iss anything under  

mein.knaus.commein.knaus.com   

There is lots of great
 

There is lots of great
 

KNAUS merchandise at KNAUS merchandise at 
shop.knaus.comshop.knaus.com  

mein.KNAUS customer club. As a KNAUS 
customer, you enjoy freedom that inspires. 
As a customer club member you experience 
freedom that connects. Benefit from numerous 
advantages, such as exclusive activities 
and great discounts with our cooperation 
partners! As a club member you will receive 
an invitation to our annual customer meeting 
and twice a year our informative customer 
magazine INSIDE will be sent to you by post. 
The membership is 100% free of charge for all 
KNAUS customers.

This is freedom that inspires everyone. KNAUS not only stands for 
high-quality leisure vehicles, but above all for the joy of caravanning. 
Immerse yourself in our unique brand world and discover our wide range 
of offers that will make the most beautiful time of the year even more 
colourful. Benefit from our offers like the mein.KNAUS customer club, 
our fan shop or the services of our rental portal RENT AND TRAVEL.
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RENT AND TRAVEL. You would like to 
buy a leisure vehicle, but wish to test in 
advance whether it really suits you? Then 
the RENT AND TRAVEL service is just 
right for you. Search for your favourite 
layout comfortably online or in a travel 
agency. Together with a Germany-wide 
network of over 180 rental stations with 
over 2,200 rental vehicles and more than 
380 partner travel agencies, RENT AND 
TRAVEL supports you in your decision for 
the right vehicle. You can also profit from 
our large service portfolio, such as route 
suggestions and numerous cooperations 
with camping and parking sites. Enjoy the 
practical holiday test!

NEW   Experience your cam
ping holiday 

Experience your cam
ping holiday 

now even more mobile & independent! 
now even more mobile & independent! 

From convenient online 
check-in to helpful 

From convenient online 
check-in to helpful 

checklists. Everything in one a
pp!

checklists. Everything in one a
pp!
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FRANKANA FREIKO

With the products of our strong and reliable partner 
companies, every KNAUS motorhome becomes 
still a little better. We only work with hand-picked 
professionals and jointly develop tailor-made solutions 
for our leisure vehicles and your travel happiness so 
that you can also rely on the highest quality standards.

OUR SUPPLIERS & 
PARTNERSW

O
RL

D
 O

F 
TR

AV
EL

More information on the First Aid Kit 
More information on the First Aid Kit 

MediKit from page MediKit from page 3131

* Additionally the hardware is prepared, via optional sensors (e.g. door/window contact) to 
be expanded. Further information can be found at www.velocate.com or www.knaus.com.

STRONG PARTNERS & FEATURES

 bluuwater water filter 3. Our partner for hygienic fresh water supply. The high-performance filter system from bluuwater has been specially 

developed for the requirements of our leisure vehicles. More information can be found from page 29.

 Velocate GPS-Tracker 3 *. Velocate's innovative GPS tracking system ensures optimum theft protection thanks to intuitive app control with silent 
alarm mode and a stand-alone mileage of up to 3 months without power connection. More information can be found on page 21.

 Pioneer head-up display 2, 3. The head-up display ensures even greater comfort and safety while travelling. All key data, such as navigation and 
speed, are projected into the driver’s field of vision via a transparent screen. For more details, check out page 31.

 GA-Actuation e.hit integrated rear carrier 3. Electrically extendable, with sufficiently high carrying capacity and combined with a detachable 
trailer coupling, this rear carrier is extremely practical. The e.hit is ready to travel in just a few steps: At the touch of a button, two swivel arms extend. As 
soon as the accessory base with retractable LED taillights is pushed onto them, there is an immediate connection of the electrics to the motorhome.

Pioneer navigation system 2, 3. The intuitively operated Pioneer AVIC presents itself more clearly and with greater contrast. The multifunctional unit is 
compatible with Wireless Apple CarPlay & Wireless Android Auto, the promobil pitch radar is automatically always included. If you are navigating with 
your smartphone, the route instructions can even be projected onto the head-up display. 

ten Haaft satellite systems 3. Enjoying TV in KNAUS vehicles is even more convenient and user-friendly thanks to the optional ten Haaft satellite systems. 
Depending on the model, the Oyster 60 Premium and Oyster 80 Premium systems offer clear TV reception, technical highlights such as smartphone app 
control and much more. 

1 Across all series 2 Dependent on model 3 Optional

Oyster 60 & 80 Premium 
Oyster 60 & 80 Premium 

in noble anthracite
!

in noble anthracite
!

FRANKANA FREIKO

There are some things that you simply cannot 
do without on the camp site. You can rely on the 
KNAUS collection by our partner Frankana Freiko. 

1.  Gas adapter set suitable for all European gas 
cylinder connections | Item no. 651/026

2.  Camping table dimensions (L x B): 115 x 70 cm | 
Item no. 51 016

3. Camping Chair anthracite | Item no. 651/019

4.  Footrest anthracite | Item no. 601/143

5.  Pot-Set 9-piece, ø 20 cm | Item no. 51 013

6.  Cutlery Set Cosmic Blue, 9-piece | Item no. 51 014

7.   Mugs 4-piece set, blue | Item no. 651/020

On  shop.knaus.com you can find the wide offer of our 
fanshop. For more information & prices from Frankana 
Freiko, visit  www.frankanafreiko.de

KNAUS WORLD OF TRAVEL

The silwyREADY package includes a reusable 
round pad with magnetic pin for hanging up to-
wels, kitchen utensils or jackets, for example, and 
a metal nano-gel coaster that can also be used 
freely. Also included in the package are a perma-
nently adhesive silwy metal strip with a leather 
look that can be attached to vertical or sloping 
surfaces, and a silwy mat glued into one of the 
kitchen wall units.

7 - step adjustment7 - step adjustment

Turns the chair into
 a 

Turns the chair into
 a 

comfortable loungercomfortable lounger

4 different adapters4 different adapters

silwyREADY  
NEW



In summer 2021, the FIAT base vehicle will be replaced from the DUCATO 7 to the DUCATO 8. Unfortunately, it is not possible for organisational reasons to print the photos of the 
update at a later date. Therefore, please note that some illustrations of the DUCATO do not correspond to the current (new) series status.

Errors and misprints are reserved. The information on the delivery contents, measurements and weights as well as the appearance correspond to the knowledge at the time 
of printing (08/2021). We reserve the right to make changes on equipment, technical data, serial equipment and prices. After a contract has been concluded, we reserve the 
right to make technical changes within the framework of the construction insofar as they serve technical progress and are acceptable for the customer. Minor colour and 
texture deviations are also reserved - even after conclusion of the contract - insofar as these cannot be avoided due to the material (e.g. colour deviations of up to approx. 
2.0 dE between paint on sheet metal and paint on GRP/plastic) and are reasonable for the customer. Some illustrations show equipment features which are not included in 
the serial equipment and/or which can be ordered at extra cost (optional extras), and in some cases also equipment features of prototypes/studies/country variants which 
do not correspond to the serial status and which cannot be ordered as optional extras. Minor colour deviations between the illustrations in the brochure and the actual 
vehicle cannot be completely excluded due to printing processes. Therefore, before purchasing a vehicle, please seek comprehensive advice on the current status of the series 
from an authorised KNAUS dealer. The decoration shown in the catalogue is not part of the equipment supplied. Please also note the comments in the current price list, in 
particular on weights, payload options and tolerances. Reprinting, even in extracts, is only permitted with the prior written permission of Knaus Tabbert AG.

Knaus Tabbert AG . Helmut-Knaus-Straße 1 . 94118 Jandelsbrunn . Germany

Discover KNAUS diversity on our social media channels!
You can find much more information about KNAUS at www.knaus.comshop.knaus.com

Your KNAUS specialised dealer
is looking forward to your visit!

Our catalogues are
 also available for

 
Our catalogues are

 also available for
 

integrated motorhomes, CUVs and caravans. 

integrated motorhomes, CUVs and caravans. 

Also discover our 
special and anniv

ersary 
Also discover our 

special and anniv
ersary 

models in the sepa
rate brochures!

models in the sepa
rate brochures!

Item
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